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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and ytith Firmness in the Right.
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Number 2

Barbe ShópSold Soldiers Return Democrat Daily 'Traister Sent Up

Horses Shot

J. J. Roche, of Albuquerque,
C. A. Breckenridge and John
Bauler, two soldier boys from tip was in town this week securing
air!v backers for new Democratic
near Norton School-housed home Tuesday from over-3- e as Daily to be started in AlbuquerThey had been in France two or que soon. Many Democrats sign
three months and were ordered ed up for a' few- - shares in the
to the front the day brjforq the venture in ordr to help start it
armistice was signed so they along.
Properly edited with the best
just missed getting into actiou.
They arrived in the U. S. a week brains of the Democratic party
ago and were mustered out from in the state and left alone by the
Fort Bliss Texas. They are lobk-in- g crooked element, it should be ,a
fine and have had an exper- good thing and aid materially in
ience worth a college education the election two years hence.
during the past year.
We are banking a lot more on
the present Legislature and the
The New Mexico School of new Govenor and his appointees
Mines has issued a Bulletin giv- and other machinery of the preing a history of the development sent administration to drive the
of the mining of Managanese in State to Dempcracy than we are
the state. It is very interesting on this new paper to lead them
and should be read by those who to it.
are interested in steel production
If the Legislature will try to
or mining. It can be had by legislate in
line with the program
writing to the School of Minas the
Govenor has laid down, and
Soccrro N, M. v.
all live up to their expressed
and those who are governSeth Pax ton was out from the
ed despite their politics use a larHospital Friday for the first time
ge mantle of charity; and make
in many weeks.. He 3 looking
the very best of it we shall have
fine and is gaining strength every
an
era of prosperity and good
day. He hopes soon to be able to
will. We are still hoping for the
take a hand in affairs again and
starts by handing us his subscrip best.
'
"
tion for another year.
George Hepburn, of Solano,
John Weisner Jr. has made ap- has several horses that have
plication for final jroof on his strayed away. He will appreciclaim. He lias been here for over ate news of them.
three years tho it don't seem so
long and he has all the residence,
C W. B. Leathermari, of Soimprovement md culitvation on lano came to Roy Monday on the
his 240 anyone could ask for.
to see his children here.

Last Saturday night someone
shot and killed two horses belonging to Rev. Howell, of
and shot an eye out of a
mare belonging to Irvin Ogden
Jr.and also a burro belonging to
Rev. Howell. Mr. Howell and
Mr. Ogden had been to Mills and
were unable to get home that
night and when they got home
and found the horses missing
they "went in search of them and
fonud they had been driven from
a feed stack a mile or more further from home and then shot
where no one could hear the
shots and where it might cast
suspicion on parties who it is
known had nothing to do with it.
The animals had been at large
only once before this winter and
that by accident, so there was no
just provocation for the cfime,
'
Rev. Howell is left short of
teams for his summers farming
and the financial los3 is serious
They intend to leave no stone un
turned to locate the criminal and
bring him to justice which should
be done for a man who will shoot
stock when he has every chance
to recover, damages for feed des
troyed, is a dangerous citizen
and should not be allowed to run
at large.

Another buisness change in
Roy this week places the Roy
Barber Shon under the ownership and management of J. E.
Wildman. Mr.S. II. Jenkins,
who instituted the buisness and
has so successfully conducted it
for the past few yeart, finds it
necessary on account of his health to seek a lower altitude, and
the weeks he has spent recently
at the hosaital has confirmed the
necessity for a change. He is
remaining a3 Barber until Mr.
Wildman can secure another barber,' when he will return to Arkansas and his family, as Mrs.
Jenkins cannot live in this altitude and has been obliged to remain at their home.
Mr. Wildman hope3 to conduct
the buisness in the same manner
as it has been in. tha past and
will have a clean, orderly pool
hall and soft drink stand along
,

.

'

with the barbershop, thus making a very conyenient Club room
for the men who need a place to
spend a social evening.
We regret the necessity which
compels Mr. Jenkins to leave but
are glad the shop has fallen into
good hands,

There will be a special session
of the Harmony Rebekah Lodge
Friday evening, on account of
All
very important buisness.
members are urged to make a
special effort to be present. We
MUST elect new officers.
Miss Etta Hornbaker N. G.

e,

train

The train is a great convenience
one of
when the roads are impassable.

Miss Dorthy Gibbs" led a very
Frank Wahrhausen,
interesting session of the Chris- the
e
tian Endeavor Sunday evening,
on the mesa, will read the
following the plan of having all
until 1920 at his home at Winter-extemporaneous talks from as- Florida where his
signecUujects.
people ran a Bakery,". '
Next Sunday evening,, Messrs.
'
Rual Wade the Clyde Crowe will
Miss Shirley Nutter, of Albuprogram.
original
querque, sends us a check and
lead with an
will still read the S A, Her broC. J. Leonhard, of Mills went ther, D. S. Nutter, and family
to,Solanoon the train Sunday have all had the Flu while visitand walked out to the J. S. Hor-to- n ing her on his return from the
Army and she has been a busy
ranch south of town on
returned home Monday caring for them and keeping
y
books for the Hawkins Grocery.
on the train.
old-tim-

bachelor-homesteade-

rs

S--

c...,

Haven,

.
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buis-ness.v-

T. E. Mitchell went to Denver
L. E. Deubler purchesed the J.
Monday on an important business H. Lite homestead near Solano,
misson which will keep hinl till last week, (we hate to state the
Saturday.
price) and will add it to a farm
he already owned adjoining and
F. S. Brown wen,t to Denver making a good section farm of it.
last week on buisness,
Lafe will have a saie soon and reorganize his affairs. He cama
here with a bicycle a few years
J. M, Davenport came down ago and has made good from the
from Springer Monday to greet start.
iriends and attend to buisness
v
There are a number of estray
mattes.
horses somewhere that the ownJ. W. Beck, Manager of the ers would like to get track of.
Roy' Garage, went to Springer by If you "know of any let us know
train Sunday on business. It is and we wiil depend on the owncheaper than driving a'car now.-- ers to pay for advertising them.
adays.

us a check
covering the subscription to ihe
of himself and" brother. Bert
at May field Ky. They 're. all coming in a way to suit us very well
and a hundred or moré makes
our bank account grow quite a
little.
Geo.

Ray-han-

ds

S-- A

,

We

hear complaints that

hor-

ses on the range are dying from
exposure more than the cattle
This is unusal but said to be true
in many places.
,
Anyway the snow is going and
we will soon have all kinds of
pasture again and maybe the
roads will improve.

RELY ON YOURSELF

y.

,

Please note that the

S-- A

When great Galileo proclaimed
In

that the wcrli
regular crbit was ceateely

whirled,
got
Anb
not a convert for all
of his pains,
But only derison and prison and
chains,
"Ji m .)ve3, fofc all that!" wns his
answering tone
For he knew', like the Earth, he
could go it a!one.

has a

with intellect
big line of advertising makin.tr When Kepler,
piercing afar,
for the "Near East" fund Thurs- two sanall supplements necessany
day night was .a groat success. to hold it all. This is a lot of Discovered the laws of each plan
et and star,
The War Pictures were espically work
for one man and a. boy.
fine and gave the audience a hint If you don't think so, try it once. And Doctors, who ought to have
lauded his name,
as what war is. The music was
speeches
Derided his learning, and blackgood and the
ened his fame.
were snap"py to the point. The - A baby boy was born to Mr.
program lasted tiH midnight and and Mrs. J. H. Roy, at Dr. Self's "I ciin wait" he replied, "till the
truth you shall óvn,"
the house was filled to the limit. Sanatorium in 'Roy Saturday nite.
felt, it in his heart he
li
meahe
For
It's chances for e were
Monday
called
Wildman,
could'
E.
go it alone.
J.
gre and it died Wednesday night.
two
showed
drafts
bank
us
nicely.
and
The mother is recrvering
In battle or buisness, .whatever
for $1,000 each from the Aetna
the game,
Co,
of Hartford
John J. Kelly, Grand Lecturer
Life Insurance
or in love, it is always the
In
law
M.
A.
Conn., for which he is agynt, of the Grand Lodge of N.
,
same;
MonRoy
covering a $2,000 policy held by F.Sz A.M. arrived in
power,
the
for
struggle
or
the jate. Frank Lusk. This is a day for a session of training for In the
'
scramble for pelf
quick settlement and a credit to the officers of the New Lodge.
x
time Let thi3 be your motto Rely on
the, Company making it, as well It was such an
yourself.
as pleasing to their local agent, that he was persuaded to, come
and gratifying to the beneficiar- another time and arrange to For t whether the prize be a ribbon or throne
ies. Frank also stillhad his soh visit Las Vegas now and come to
diers Insurance of $5,000 which Roy later when weather' and The victor is he who can go it lone.
roads'will permit of getting cut
comes to his parents in
John G. Saxe.
to the meetings.
The Picture Show and program

.
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Row needs some more 'houses
to rent, and needs them badly.
There would be many more families living here if -- there were
houses to live jn, Hauling in a
few claim shacks helps a little
but he who builds some really
cottages will be a
public benefactor and at the
same time make good money
renting them.

Mrs. Sam Tyler came down
Sunday and is stopping in ' Roy
f )r a few days.

.

Mo-fa-

x,

,

Florsheim was down from
Springer Tuesday visiting his
parents and frienbs in Roy. AddErnest Cochrane, former prining "Judge" to his name doesn't
Devil in this shop, came
ters
'
change him much,
hjme Friday from Goodnight
Oklahoma and came d wn to Roy
LEr US PAY HIS DEBT
horseback Saturday 'o see old
Our homes were not burned, friends. He a gr at big lob
h
our children butchered, our wiv- ster now; weiglu
10 lbs. and
es and sweethearts violatsd.
looks well fed. lie ha3 been
No! that all happened to Bel working
in a store for some time
guim, Serbia, Poland and above a:'ier being, denied the priviledge
all to Armenia, Syria, and other
of joining the Army.
Eastern Countries who stood in
the way of '
Tom Hughes, the cattle'(man,
And only because this murder- and Mrs. J. P. Reynolds, the
ous march across the world was music teacher, are new additions
halted, did our country escape t) the
city list of readers.
invasion and devastation.
For which we are tfiankfnl.
"The Farmers Cafe" is 'the
But how thankful in proportof the new eating house in
name
ion to our Bank account?
Roy.
It starts this week with
Honestly, is it asking too much
of us five them a mere fraction Mrs. T, A. Smith, as propietor
and manager. It is located in the
of what we might have lost?
building formerly occupied by
Please hand your contribution the late Alfredo Lucero, with his
to Mr. J. Florsheim; Roy N. M. Gem Saloon, in the
n
Block ana will be a material
addition to the Hotel facilitiés of
the town which have been
RECORD A(jES FOR HORSES
for a long time. We hope
they meet with success in the
Many Have Lived Far Beyond What
venture and tnat we may soon be
Is Generally Considered Their
Allotted Span.
able to boast of instead of apologizing for our accommodations
Ruben, a farmer ofta small town in
New Hampshire, tells of a new kind for ttanscients,
I. C.

, ,

Turkc-Germa- r.

S-- A

Great-Wester-

of consenrntlon. In his neighborhood
aro four horses In nctWe service,
though all aver twenty years of age.
He hns one himself "hard vpon"
yenrs.' A farmer necr by hns
Most everybody in this comanother which Is close to thirty. Two
is putting up, ice. Much
munity
others In the vicinity are around the
quarter-centuris predicted for next
mark. As he suys,.lt
is only In n rural community, where summer.
they cherish the horse, almost like a
member of the family, where one could
There will be an efection at the
expect to find s ich a record. Even Bradley School-hous- e
next Saturthere this demonstration of longevity
day
to
25th
vote on bonds
Jan.
Is ulrlkinR.
Nevertheless, the oldest horse that to build a good School-house- .
the Nonnid ever saw was In the servMrs. Don Bradley has returned
ice of the New York city surface
was,
ift
system.
This
horse
railway
from Dawson where she spent
ihe time when the Nomad was ac- che holidays with her parent?,
quainted with him, actually forty-w3 ears old
and he lived two years Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hughbanks.
Don looks' better fed and was
Ho had been a street-calon;rer.
twen-ty-fo-

Bradley News

ice-crea- m

y

Sister'sjSehool

,

.

.

return-Saturda-

The trial of D. C. Traister, ex
postmaster at De Haven,' N. M.
on a charge of embezzling money
from the office, held at Albuquer
pue last Saturday resulted in con
vicition and he was sentenced by
Judge Neblett to 18 months in
the Federal Prison at Fort Leavenworth Kansas. His son, Dw-e- o
Traister, who was on trial as
an accomplice with his fathe",
wa3 f u.ly exhonorated
by the
jury from any blame in the case.
are' sorry for Clint. He
was a good Indian in many ways
but he would take chances that
few men would and took one too
many. '
t

Rev. Fr. Felix Vachon called
Monday to tell us that a letter
from Sister Camille, written from
Wisconsin, announced that she
will be here Feb. 2nd. with the
Sisters who are to take charge
of the School here They want
the house warmed up and some
things necessary for their needs
on arrival and ask him to attend
to the preliminaries.
They will prepare to start the
School about Sept. 1st, and will
apend the intervening time in
getting ready for it. There is
much to do yet in carrying out
the plans for this institution
which will be a ' credit to tho
town.

'

Solano claims another War He
ro. Reports are that James Bau-coa little kid who usad to
haul water for us with a burro
and cart when we first
here 11 years ago. He Í3
in the aviation department and
has a record of five accredited
Hun Planes he ha3 downed.
He has been absent from the
mesa for a long time but is still
remembered here.

m,

home-stead-

ed

.

A meeting of the Village
Trustees and Board of Health,
called spically to confere with the
Health Officer, Dr. T. F. Self,
Tuesday morning and after deliberation directed that the Plumee Hospital be quarantined for
Small Pox. What is believed to
' the disease developed
there
time
since
but
was
in a
it
so:.ie
very light form and not positivly
declared to be small-poThere are now four typical
cases, identifid by the Health of
ficer and affirmed by others and
hence the quarantine order. We
will. watch closely for signs of
the spread of the disease and
continue to hope that there ha3
been no other exposures that are
x;

not immunized.

Jim Johnson Sr.., was in town
Tuesday with a team. He doesn't
drive a car on this kind of roads.
Johnny Nutter called Monday
and paid the subscription for his
father, J. N Nutter. Johnny is
now over 6 feet tall and is devel
oping Into into a big husky,
young man.
;

;

T. A. Smith purchased Charley Farley's lunch counter outfit
and installed it in his new restaurant in the .G. W. Block.
Charley has gone back to the
farm and is getting ready to
farm for all he's worth this sum'
mer.
C. B. Stubblefield, head of the
company bearing his name and
owning garages at Springer, Roy
and Maxwell, was in Roy on
buisness Tuesday. He and Jess
Davenport drove to Springer in
a car. The first.to try it all the
way since the big snow.
.

'L'hmer Dunn, who was seriously ill with Flu recsntly, was
able to be down town last week
and called to fix his
so it
horse on New York pavements, and tired of. batching.
would keep coming. He is alright
then, was used as a "hill horse," or
again but is stiljjveak from the
extra puller, on slopes, and then, when
The Heiman Bros, have again
' lie became about thirty years old, wns started work on the Albert'1 Hill fever.
rrtlrod on a pension, spending most of
road after a months delay on acbis time In dignified ease In a
P. J, Conkün, Manager of the
and he lived on !u this way, ap- count of the snow.
p

S-- A

r'

box-stal- l;

Southwestern Farm Mortgage
parently without a pain or an ache,
School is ' progressing nicely of Emporia, Kansas, arrived in
All this ca
until hex wns. forty-four- .
be proved and authenticated from the again since the weather moderaRoy last week and will make this
v
-documents.
ted.
the central office for a large field1
The Nomad's own old saddle horse,
no one
Brownie, Uvod tobe thlrty-oijMrs. Jim Beem i 3 on the sick of operation in the Soufehwest.
bnew exactly bow many more years
lie has chosen Roy as Headquarlist this week.
there were than thirty but. '.thirty
on account of its being centers
were authenticated, and he was a
Charles Sanger has returned
trally located and rtpresenting
grown horse when the count began.
Prownle looked round and smooth to Raton.
in this vicinity a large amount of
even after thirty, but his legs were like
Ralph R. Hazen was elected buisness his company.. We are
slicks, and his Interest In life, beyond
grass, was slight Tho Nomad In Justice of the Peace and Jas. W. glad to welcome him as a resiJohnsonJr Constable oí this dent and future buisness interest
Boston Transcript.
d

.

precinct.

of our growing town.

.
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small bottle of "Dandcrine"
makes hair thick, g!cssy
and wavy.

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN
Co.)

(Copyright by IX Appleton

dandruff, stops itch.
scalp and falling
hair.

Removes

a!!
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CAPTAIN STARTS OUT TO DO A LITTLE INVESTIGATING ON HIS OWN HOOK.

Atwood Graves. New York lawyer, goes to South Dens-borCape Cod, to Bee Captain Ellsha Warren. Caught In a terrific
storm white on the way, he meeta Cap'n Warren by accident and
goes with the latter to his home. The lawyer Informs Cap'n Warren
that his brother, whom he had not teen for eighteen years, has died
and named him as guardian of his two children, Caroline aged twenty,
and Stephen, aged nineteen. The captain tells Graves he will go to
New York and look over the situation before deciding whether he will
accept the trust The captain's arrival In New York causes consternation among his wards and their aristocratic friends.
Synopsis

.

o,

behind, evidently Intending to follow
suit From the loafers on the wharf
came shouts of encouragement
"Do the dude up, Pedro ! Give him
what's comln' to him."
The trio formed for a rush. ' The
steward, with a shrill scream, fled to
the cabin. Pearson did not move. He
even smiled. The next moment he was
pushed to one side, and Captain Ellsha
stood at the top of the steps.

"Here I" he said sternly. "What's all
this?"
The three sailors, astonished at this
unexpected addition to their enemies'
forces, hesitated. Pearson laid his hand
on the captain's arm.
"Be careful," he said. "They're dan
gerous."

CHAPTER

V.

The Captain Makes a Friend.
minutes later he was at the
FIVE
corner inquiring of a po-- Mceman "the handiest way to get
to Pine street." Following the directions given, he boarded a train at the
nearest subway station, emerged at
Wall street. Inquired once more, located the street he was looking for
and, consulting a card which he took
from a big stained leather pocketbook,
walked on, peering at the numbers of
the buildings he passed.
'The offices of Sylvester, Kuhn &
Graves were on the sixteenth floor of
a new and gorgeously appointed
When Captain Ellsha entered
the firm's reception room be was accosted by a wide awake and extremely
self possessed office boy.
Informed by the none too courteous
lad that none of the firm was In, he
left bis card, saying he'd return later.
Captain Ellsha strolled down Pine
street, looking about him with Interest.
It had been years since he visited this
locality, and the changes were many.
Boon, however, he began to recognize
familiar landmarks. He waa approaching the water front, and there were
fewer new buildings. When he reached
South street he was thoroughly at
r.

home.

The docks were crowded. The river
was alive with small craft of all kinds.
Steamers and schooneas were plenty,
but the captain missed ftie old square
riggers, the clipper ships and barks,
such as he had sailed in as cabin boy,
aa foremast hand and later commanded on many seas.
Atength, however, be saw four masts
towering above the roof of a freight
bouse. They were not schooner rigged,
three masts. The yards were set square
across, and along with them were furl
ed royals and upper topsails. Here at
last was a craft worth looking at Captain Ellsha crossed the street, hurried
past the covered freight house and saw
a magnificent great ship lying beside a
broad, open wharf. Down the wharf
he walked, Joyfully, as one who greets
an old friend.
The wharf was practically deserted.
An ancient watchman was dozing In a
sort of sentry box, but be did not wake.
There waa a pile of foreign looking
crates and boxes at the farther end of
the pier, evidently the last bit of cargo
waiting to be carted away. The captain inspected the pile, recognized the
goods as Chinese and Japanese, then
read the name on the big ship's stern.
She was the Empress of the Ocean, and
her home port was Liverpool.
The captain strolled about looking
her over. The number of improvements
since his seagoing days was astonish
ing. He was standing by the wheel,
near the companlonway, wishing that
he might inspect the officers' quarters,
but not liking to do so without an in
vitation, when two men emerged from
the cabin.
One of the pair was evidently the
Japanese steward of the ship. The oth
er was a tall, clean cut yonng fellow,
whose general appearance and lack of
unburn showed quite plainly that he
was not a seafaring man by profession.
He said he was a friend of one of the
consignees and would be pleased to
show the captain over the ship.
Captain Ellsha, delighted with the
opportunity, expressed his thanks, and
the tour of Inspection began, The
steward remained on deck, but the
captain and his new acquaintance
strolled through the officers' quarters
together.
"Jerushy!" exclaimed the former as
he viewed the main cabin, "gay, yon
icould .pretty nigh have a dance here,
couldn't you T A small one. This rel,
minds me of the cabin aboard the
first vessel I went mate of it's
so different Aboard her we had to
walk stttln' down. There wa'n't room
In the cabin for more'n one to stand
(up at a time. But she could sail, Just
the same, and carry it too. Tve seen
her off the Horn with studdin' sails
set when craft twice her length and
tonnage had everything .furled above
the topsl yard. Hi hum I You mustn't
mind an old salt runnin' on this way.
I've been out of the pickle tub a good
while, but I cal'late the brine ain't all
ont of my system."
His guide's eyes snapped.
"I understand," he said, laughing.
Tvé never beea at sea on a long voyage in my life, but I can understand
Just how yon feel. Itfs in my blood, I
guess. X come of a salt water Une.
My people were from Belfast Me., and
every roan of them went to sea."
"Belfast, hey? They turned out
some A No. 1 sailors V Belfast I
Sea-Ignl-

sailed under a Cap'n Pearson from
there once. James Pearson his name
was."
'Ha was my great-unclI was
named for him. My name is James
Pearson also."
"What?" Captain Ellsha was hugely
delighted. "Mr. Pearson, shake hands.
want to tell you that your Uncle
Jim was a seaman of the kind you
dream about, but seldom meet I was
his second mate three v'yages. My
name's Ellsha Warren."
Mr. Pearson shook hands and laugh.
ed good bunioredly.

"Glad to meet yo.u. Captain War
ren," he said. "And I'm glad you
knew Uncle Sam. As a youngster he
was my idol. He could spin yarns that
were worth listening te."
'I bet you! He'd seen things wuth
yarnln' about So you ain't a sailor,
hey? Iivln' In New Yorkr
The young man nodded. "Yes," he
said. Then, with a dry smile: "If you
call occupying a hall bedroom and eating at a third rate boarding house ta
ble living. However, It's my own fault
I've been a newspaper man since I left
college. But I threw up my Job six
months ago. Since then I've been free
lancing."
'Have, heyf The captain was too
polite to ask further questions, but he
had not the slightest idea what "free
lancing" might be. Pearson divined
bis perplexity and explained.
"I've had a feeling," be said, "that I
might write magazine articles and sto
riesyes, possibly a novel or two. It'
a serious disease, but the only way to
find out whether it's chronic or not la
to experiment That's what I'm doing
now. The thing I'm at work on may
turn ont to be a sea story. So I spend
some time around the wharves and
aboard the few sailing ahlps a port
picking up material."
Captain Ellsha patted him on the

head.

"Drunken

sailors,"

"Part of the

crew here.

he explained.
They've been
uptown, got full and come back to
square a grudge they seem to have
against the steward. I'm telling them
they'd better give up and go ashore, if
they know when they'ie well off.",
The three fellows by the ladder's foot
were consulting together. On the wharf
were half a dozen loungers, collected by
the prospect of a row.
"If I can hold them off for a few
minutes," went on Pearson, "well be
all right The wharf watchman has
gone for the police. Here, drop It I
What are you upto?"
One of the sailors had drawn a knife.
The other two reached for their belts

Fifty-secon-

d

-

"Dangerous? Them? rve seen their
kind afore. Here, you I" turning to the
three below. "What do you mean by
this? Put down that knife, yon lub
ber I Do yon want 16 be put in irons?
Over the side with you, yon swabs I
Git!"
He began descending the ladder.
Whether the sailors were merely too
surprised to resist or because they rec
ognized the authority of the deep sea
In Captain Ellsha s voice and face Is a
question. At any rate, as he descended
they backed away.
"Mutiny on board a ship of miner
roared the captain. "What do you
mean by It? Why, Til have you tied up
and put on bread and water. Over the
side with you I Mutiny on board of me I
Lively
Tumble up there 1"
With every order came a stride for
ward and a correspondingly backward
movement on the part of the three.
The performance would have been
ridiculous if Pearson had not feared
that It might become tragic. He was
descending the steps to his new ac
quaintance's aid when there arose
chorus of shouts from the wharf.
"The cops, the cops! Look out I"
That was the finishing touch. The
next moment the three "mutineers
"Yes."
were over the side and running as fast
"Um-hWell, when you consider
as their alcoholic condition would per that can you wonder I was set all
mit down the wharf.
aback? And the more I think of it the
"Well, by George!" exclaimed Pear foggier it gets. Why, Mr. Sylvester, S
if
son.
one of them situations that are imposCaptain Ellsha seemed to be coming sible, that you can prove fifty ways
out of a dream. He stood still, drew can't happen. And yet it has it sar-bis hand across his forehead and then tlnly has. Now tell me: Are yon or
began to laugh.
your firm well acquainted with my
"Well!" he' stammered, "Well,
brother's affairs?"
wonder
Mr.
Pearson. I
snum! I I
"Not well, no. The late Mr. Warren
what on earth yon must think of me. was a close mouthed man,
rather seI declare the sight of that gang set me cretive, in fact Have you questioned
they
They
years.
twenty
about
back
the children?"
1

"Caroline and Steve? Yes, I've questioned 'em more than they think I have,
maybe. And they know well, leavln'
out about the price of oil paintln's and
the way to dress and that It's more or
less of . a disgrace to economize on
twenty thousand a year, their worldly
knowledge ain't too extensive."
V- "Do you like them?"
"I guess so. Just now ain't the fairest time to Judge 'em. You see, they're
sufferln' from the Joyful shock of their
country relation droppln' in, and"
He paused and rubbed his chin. His
Hps were smiling, but his eyes were
not Sylvester noted their expression
and guessed many things.
"They haven't been disagreeable, I
hope?" he asked.
"No-o- .
No, I wouldn't want to say
hjit, They're young and and, well, I
ain't the kind they've been used to.
Caroline's a nice glrL She is, sure.
All she needs is to grow a little older
and have the right kind of advice and
and friends."
"How about the boy?" Mr. Sylvester
bad met young Warren, and his eyes
twinkled as be spoke.
"Steve? Well" there was an answering twinkle in Captain Ellsha's eye
"well, Steve needs to grow, too, though
I wouldn't presume to tell him so. When
a feller's undertakln' to give advice to
one of the seven wise men he has to
be diplomatic, as you might say."
The lawyer put back his bead and
laughed uproariously.

s

Too Easy.
poker)
Newly Wed (explaining
Now, If you get a poor hand you wnnt
to bluff, and If you get a good hand
you want to make a bluff that you re
bluffing. Now, there are two ways ot
bluffing ; one Is to bluff, the other not
to bluff. If you're a regular bluffer
you can often bluff by not J bluffing,

fat

'

and"

Mrs. Newly wed I see, John, dear;
but that game Is too ridiculously easy I
'
Let's pluy checkers.

Selfish Motive.
"Miss Yowler says she thinks of
taking her voice Into vaudeville."
"I phall encourage her."
"You don't enjoy her singing. do

time, could she?"

e.

Just to Fill In.
"This poet says his soul yearns for
privacy."
"Well, the editors of magazines In
which his verses appear evidently do
their best to oblige him."

"In'what

way?"

"His poems are usually stuck away
In an obscure corner where they are
almost certain to be overlooked."
CONSOLATION.
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Haw! Maw! Major!
"So this Is your famous Beacon
street," said Major X as he. strolled
with hla friend along pust the state-hous"Frankly, I'm surprised. I had
always heard that it was a very exclusive street, you know."
"Well, so It is," said the other man.
"Eh! Old chap, how can you say
so? Why, It positively verges on the
Common."

V

!

,

you?"
"Of course not. But even if there
were a remote possibility of her being booked In this town, she couldn't
sing here more than a few days at a
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To be possessed of a bead of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is merely
a matter of using a little Danderlne.
It Is easy and Inexpensive to have.
nice, soft hair and lots of it. Just get a.
small bottle of Knowlton's Danderlne
now It costs but a few cents all drug
stores recommend It apply a little as
directed and within ten minutes there
will be an appearance of abundance.
freshness, flufflness and an Incompara
ble gloss and lustre, and try as you
will you cannot find a trace of dandruti
or falling hair; but your real surprise
will be after about two weeks' use,
when you will see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair sprouting out all over your scalp"
Danderlne Is, 'we believe, the only
sure hair grower, destroyer of dan
druff and cure for Itchy scalp, and It
never falls to stop falling hair at once.
If you want to prove how pretty and
soft your hair really is, moisten a cloth
with a little Danderlne and carefully
draw It through your hair taking one
small strand at a time. Your hair will
be soft, glossy and beautiful in just
a few moments a delightful surprise
awaits everyone who tries this. Adv.

.

back.
"Now, don't you get discouraged," he
said. "I used to have an Idea that
novel writln' and picture palntin' was
poverty Jobs for men with healthy ap
petites, but I've changed my mind.
don't know's you'll bellove It, but I've
Just found out for a fact that some
painters get $20,000 for one picture
for one. mind you I And a little mite
of a thing, too, that couldn't have cost
scarcely anything to paint Maybe
novels sell for Just as much, I don't

know."
His companion laughed heartily.
"I'm afraid not captain," he sai-d"few, at any rate. I should be satis.
fled with considerably less to begin
with. Are you living here In town?"
"Well well, I don't know. I ain't
exactly livln', and I ain't exactly board- In'. But nay, ain't that the doctor
callln' your
It was the steward, and there was an
anxious ring In his voice. Pearson ex
cused himself and hurried out of the
cabin. Captain Ellsha lingered for
final look about Then he followed
leisurely, becoming aware as he
reached the open air of loud voices In
angry dialogue.
Entrances to the Empress of the
Ocean's cabins were on the main deck,
and also on the raised half deck at the
stern, near the wheel, the binnacle and
officers' corned beef tubs swinging in
their frames. From this npper deck
two flights of steps led down to the
main deck below. At the top of one
of these flights stood young Pearson,
cool and alert Behind him half crouch
ed the Japanese steward, evidently very
much frightened. At the foot of the
steps were grouped three rough looking
men, foreigners and sailors without
doubt and partially Intoxicated. The
three men were an ugly lot id they
were all yelling and Jabbering together
In a foreign lingo. As the captain
emerged from the passage to the open
deck he heard Pearson reply in the
same language.
"What's the matter?" he asked.
Pearson answered without turning bis

fices of Sylvester, Kuhn & Gravea,
The clerk who had taken his place was
very respectful.
"Captain Warren," he said, "Mr. Syl
vester Is at the Central club. He
wished me to ask If you could conven
lentl y Join bim there."
Captain Ellsha pondered, "Why, yes.
he replied slowly, "I s'pose I could.
I don't know why I couldn't Where la
thls-r-c- lub
of his?"
On Fifth avenue, near
street I'll send one of our boys with
you if you like."
"Oh, no. I- can pilot myself, I guess.
I ain't so old I can't ask my way."
The captain found the Central club,
ponderous Institution occupying a
becomingly gorgeous building on the
avenue. Mr. Sylvester was expecting
him, and they dined In the club restau
rant.
Now, Captain Warren, Just how
much do yob know about your late
brother's affairs?" asked Mr. Sylvester
at the conclusion of the meaL
'Except what Mr. Graves told me,
nothin' of Importance. And, afore we
go any further, let me ask a question.
Do you know why Blje made me his
executor and guardian and all the rest
of it?"
'I do not Graves drew his will, and
so. of course, we knew of your existYour
ence and your appointment
brother forbade our mentioning It, but
we did not know until after his death
that his own children were unaware
they had an uncle. It seems strange,
doesn't It?"
"It does to me; so strange that I
can't see two lengths ahead. I cal'late
Mr. Graves told you how I felt about
it?"
"Yes. That la, he said yon were very
much surprised."
"That's puttln' It mild enough. And
did he tell yon that Blje and I hadn't
seen each other, or even written, In
eighteen years?"

"Mutiny on board a ship of mine?"

must have thought I was tne new
skipper! Did you hear me tell 'em they
couldn't mutiny aboard of me? Ho,
ho! Well, I'm an old idiot!"
Pearson stuck his fist Into the palm
of his other band.
"I've got it I" he cried. "I knew your
name was familiar. Why, you're the
mate that handled the mutinous crew
aboard Uncle Jim's bark, the Pacer, off
Mauritius, In the typhoon, when he was
hurt and in the cabin. I've heard him
tell it a dozen times. Well, this Is
lucky day for me I"
The captain decided to accept
Captain Ellsha was evidently pleased.
the guardianship of his brother's
"So he told you that, did he?" he began.
children. Sylvester Is pleased,
That was a time and a half, I"
If some others are not
The captain started, hastily pulled
out his watch and looked at It
"Quarter to 11" he cried. "And
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
said I'd be back at that lawyer's office
at half past 12. No, no, Mr. Pearson,
Not One Came Down.
I can't go to lunch with you, but I do The day was dull, as days can ba
some
time.
see
me
you'd
come
and
wish
dull, sometimes only in the trenches.
My address for for a spell, anyhow
Suddenly, high Tip In the sky, sailing
is Central Park West giving the num over the lines, was discerned a flock
ber, "and the name Is Warren, same as of wild geese. In a moment rifles
mine. Will yon come some evenln'? I d
were blazing upward from all quarbe tickled to death to see you."
ters; even machine guns were requisiThe young man was evidently de tioned, while away at the other side of
lighted..
No Man's Land the German, too, was
he exclaimed. "Indeed
"Will
to action. But the flock ot
will. I warn you, Captain Warren, rousd
geese sailed on, their long necks outyou
busy
keep
probably
shall
J
that
stretched and their wings rising and
winning sea yarns."
falling
in undisturbed rhythm. And
"Nothin' I like better, though I'm
came down. Christian
afraid my yarnsll be pretty dull along never a one
Science Monitor.
your
Uncle
Jim's."
of
side
"Ill risk it Goodby and good luck,
Record Broken.
I shall see you very soon." "
The total value of the mineral pro"That s right do. So long."
duction of the country in 1918 was
more than $3,470,000,000,
Increasing
CHAPTFR VI.
v
$1,076200,000, or 45 per cent over the
I Think I May Take the Job."
$2,393,800,000 recorded for 1915, and
boy, Captain Ellsha's
THE of the morning, was out re- exceeding the former record year
galing himself with crullers and (1913) by more than $1,000,000,000, acmilk at a pushcart on Broad street cording to the geological survey, dewhen the captain returned to the of. partment of the interior.
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Flowery Language.
1 suppose
these society
buds develop into wall flowers.
Snack Not on your motion picture ;
if they have any luck they become
blooming brides.

Snicker

KIDM

TROUBLE OFTEN

OJUiSES SEFJGOS

BfflCHE

When your back aches, and your bladder and kidney) seem to be disordered,
go to your nearest drug (tore and get a
It
bottle of Dr. Kilmer' Swamp-Root- .
ia a physician' prescription for ailments
of the kidneys and bladder.
It hai stood the tebt of year and has
a reputation for quickly and effectively
Unavailable.
giving resulte in thousands of cases.
The poet vowed his luck wag bad;
This preparation so very effective, baa
In fact, distinctly cruel.
been placed on sale everywhere. Get a
A lot of burning thoughts he had;
bottle, medium or large size, at your near-eThey were no good for fuel.
druggist.
However, if you wish first to test this
Her Idea.
send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer
"Then your wife doesn't think that preparation
& Co., Bmghamton, N. Y., for a sample
two can live as cheaply as one?"
bottle. When writing be siu-- and men"No ; her Idea seems to be that two tion this paper. Adv. '
ought to live as expensively as four
Much More Important
or five." Boston Transcript.
He Didn't you promise at the altar
to love, honor and obey me?
Safety in Number.
She Goodness knows what I promMiss Ketcliam Three men called on
ised. I was listening to hear what you
me lust evening.
Miss Blunt Were they afraid to promised. Boston Transcript.
come alone?
Cuticura Soothes Itching Scalp
Hardly Flattering.
On retiring gently rub spots of danMiss Pussay What do you think of druff and Itching with Cuticura Ointmy latest photograph?
ment Next morning shampoo with
Miss Young Splendid ! Isn't it won Cuticura Soap and hot water. Make
toilet preparations
derful what they can do?
them your every-da- y

"I'm afeard I'm Ignorant 'bout grammar. It alius puzzles me f know
Which words Is righter'n other'n's."
"Fiddlesticks! Son, why ye 'ain't
more Ignoranter'n I be."

st

e

and have a clear ekln and soft, white

Going Up.
hands. Adv.
Judge What excuse have you for
Two Qualities to Cultivate.
speeding your automobile?
Be loving, and you will never want
Autolst I wanted to get my money's
for love; be humble, and you will nevworth out of the gasoline.
er want for guidance. D. M. Mulock.
The Reason.
"Why do they call a wife's allow
$100 Reward, $100
Catarrh Is a local disease greatly Influance Din money?"
by constitutional conditions.
It
"I euess it is because she is gen enced
therefore requires constitutional treatMEDICINO
goes
to
CATARRH
handle
ment.
HALL'S
she
when
stuck
erally
Is taken Internally and acts through the
it."
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINO
destroys
the foundation of the disease,
Disnleasina.
gives the patient strength by Improving
line
the general health and assists nature in
"I don't like that auctioneer's
doing it work. 1100.00 for any case of
of talk," declared the artist testily.
CATARRH
Catarrh
that HALL'S
MEDICINE) falls to cure.
"Whnt'a wrong?"
75c. Testimonials free.
Druggists
picture
mine
he
of
after
"Picture
Co., Toledo, Ohio.
F. J. Cheney
puts up. And what does he say? "Start
it at. $10, good people. You can't go
He ,who has once despised the laws
wrong: The frame is worth that' "
of nature, and has soared above them,
has no right to live. Auerbach.

Hauteur.,

"Sometimes Gwendolyn speaks and
sometimes she doesn't,' said Maude,
"She got
"Yes," replied Mayraie.
that way since she took a position in
the telephone exchange.'

Vclt Eyes Need Caro
Try Marine Eye Rzt?.zj

IV'hsn

Just Bre Comfort. W cents St
or matL Write fur free Wre Book.
Ei5 BEMJSDX CO,Clli.CAUi

No Smarting
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McDouga, R.
It. No. 6, Liberty, Indiana,
writes:
P.!r. Robert

Fill

"l winti to state that I alway
keep Pertina in the house.
I
think It ta a good medicine to
have on hand, If I commence

Activities

Tube."

FRANCES E. WILLARD LEADER

taking a cold, I take Peruna and
It breaks It up tor me. It la
alBo good for the Bronchial

ErcncMsl

M

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Peruna ha served the Amar
loan people for more than forty
years. Those who know its valua
always have it at hand. Why
not youf

Our Gifts.
The Movie Business.
As the Magi came bearing gifts, so
"I hear your star Is demanding an
do we also bear gifts that relieve want; other raise." "Yes ; she heard In some
gifts that are sweet and fragrant with way that we are finally making a prof
friendship ; gifts that breathe love
gifts that mean service; gifts Inspired
still by the star which shone over the
City of David two thousand years ago.
Kate Douglas YVIggin.

of Various Kinds

Win

Wide Attention.

Known All Over World as Head of
W. C. T. Ui Plcturesqus Career
of Carrie Nation Is
Recalled.

The finnl adoption of nation-wid- e
prohibition calls to memory a number
of men and women who have achieved
fume
not only national but world-wid- e
through their connection with the prohibition, or, as it once was known, the
temperance movement.
Some of these persons who have
most prominent In the movement
been
moré
200
For
than
yearn. Haarlem Oil,
were
active so long ago that their
ot
famous
uie
national remedy
Holland
has been recognized as an infallible reliei names mean little to those who have
from all forma of kidney and bladder disclosely connected with the
order. Its very age is proof that it mutt not been movement,
but others are
prohibition
nave unusual merit.
you are troubled with pains or achei well remembered by the present genV
.
;
!
.
I.
ieei urea in uie morning, eration. Among those who hove won
in iiLne duck,
hetdaches, indigestion, insomnia, painful
at various times
or too frequent passage of urine, irritation the widest fame
or stone in the bladder, vou will almost through their activity in this work
certainly find relief in Í40LD MEDAL may be mentioned Gen. Neol Dow,
Haarlem Oil Capsules. Tbia is tbe good who Is credited with bringing prohiold remedy that has stood the test toi
hundreds of years, prepared in the propel bition to Maine, the first state to beGough, who be?uantity and convenient form to take come dry; John B.'
direct from Holland lab came a
s
"temperance"
oratories, and you can get it at an)
lecturer after having been a drink addrug store. It is a standard,
Frances E.
home remedy and needs no introduction dict at t veniy-flve- ;
Each capsule contains one iose of fivi
sonifies the W. C. T.
who
drops and is pleasant and easy to take
Carrie Nation, the eccentric saThey will quickly relieve those stiff ene
joints, 'that backache, rher.matism, lum loon smasher, who died only a short
pago, sciatica, gall stones, gravel, "brick time ago after a tempestuous career.
dust," etc. Your money promptly refund
Gen. Neal Dow.
ed if they do not relieve you. But he sun
to get the genuine UULU MfcUALi brand
iNeal Dow was born In Portland,
In boxes, three sizes. Adv.
Me., of Quaker parentage. He was
A load of liquor merely adds to a twice mayor of Portland and a member of the state legislature. lie. enman's load of trouble.
tered the Civil war as colonel of the
Everything In the world even re Thirteenth Maine volunteers. He was
wounded and was a prisoner In Llbby
spectIs to be bought Auerbach.
prison and was made a brigadier general for gnllunt service. Yet the country knows Neal Dow simply as "Father of the Maine Law" and as a temperance reformer. Maine passed the
law of which he was the author In
1851 and-w- as
the first state to estabGeneral Dow travlish prohibition.
eled widely in foreign countries working for temperance, and on his ninetieth birthday memorial meetings
were held In many parts of the world.
He died In 1897.
John B. Gough, who was the first
temperance advocate to attract, more
than local fame, was a native of England, where he was born in 1817, but
he came to the United States when he
was twelve years old. He learned the
bookbinding trade, but early became
addicted to liquor aqd could not hold
a position. He made such a living as
he could by singing in saloons. Later
he made a new start and married, but
when he lost bis wife and child he
again took to drink and sank to new
1918 (its

If

Lives 200 Years!

GREEKS AUGUST FLOWER
lias been used for all ailments that
are caused by a disordered stomach
and Inactive liver, such as sick headconstipation,
ache,
sour stomach,
nervous Indigestion, fermentation of
food, palpitation of the heart caused by
gases In the stomach. August Flower
Is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
both In stomach and Intestines, cleans
and sweetens the stomach and alimentary canal, stimulates the liver to secrete the bile and Impurities from the
blood. Sold In all civilized countries.
Give it a trial. Adv.
Inside Stuff.

when It comes to a
fidgets.
.

sure-flr- e

ense of

.And It sometimes comes to pass.lhat,
after a man has made money, the
money gets busy and unmakes the
man.

world-famou-

Wil-lar-

U-a-

nd

How They Affected You
During

the twelve months

fiscal
year), Swift & Company trans- acted the largest volume of business on the smallest margin of
profit in its history.

'

Profits of the meat business under
regulations of the United States Food
were limited to a
Administration
maximum of 9 per cent on capital
employed but not to exceed VÁ cents
per dollar of satas.
Swift & Company in the regelated
departments earned 7.57 per cent oh
capital employed and
cents per '
dollar of sales, out of which had to be
paid interest on borrowed money andv
taxes. Here is how these earnings
affect you.
2-0-

Live-Stoc-

Raiser-s-

k

4

depths.
The turning-poin- t

In his life came
when he was Induced by a Massachusetts Quaker to sign a total abstinence
pledge. He became a temperance lec
turer, and after milking many tours
in the United Stntes he visited Eng
land, where he conducted two campaigns. His fame spread throughout
the English- - speaking nations add his
books have been translated Into muiy
other languages.

Frances Wlllard's Fame World-Wide- .
Frances E. Wlllard's fame Is worldwide. She was born In Churchvllle,
N. Y., In 1839. A graduate of the
NorthweHtern Female college at
111., In 1859, she taught and
.traveled and from 1871 to 1874 she
was professor of esthetics In Northwestern university and dean of the

Jy

wift
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Company killed 14,948,000
head of livestock, which weighed
alive, 4,971,500,000 pounds.
&

-

:

t u

i

V

Swift & Company made a profit of
only a fraction of a cent per pound

'

-

liveweight.

Consumer
-

'x

old-tin-

Swift & Company's
1918 Earnings

ended Nov. 2;

f

1

p:

The Business Man You will notice
that the market reports Indicate that
cotton Is nervous.
The Nonbusiness Man Yeh, but It
hasn't anything on wool underwear

Carrie Nutlon broke into the limelight In the fall of 1900 and made her
name a household word In newspaper
oillces and most American homes. She
was Mrs. David Nation of Medicine
Lodgo, Kan., and a member In good
and regular standing of the W. CL.T.
U. It Is said that her first husband
died of delirium tremens. Anyway,
Carrie Nation had another and more
apparent Incentive to use her hatchet
on saloon furniture. And wield that
hatchet she did ; its fame temporarily
eclipsed that of the Father of .'fcLs
Country.
Carria Nation's Little Hatchet
Kansas was legally a prohibition
states As a matter of fact prohibition
was but a name and the saloons of the
state were wide open. The general
plan was to fine a saloon $25 a month
for breaking the law ; that solved the
license difficulty. In short, prohibition
In Kansas had broken down completely in the ten years It had been nominally lp force and the state authorities had Tot the courage either to
modify the law or enforce It. Carrie
Nation took the situation Into her own
hands.
Carrie Nation first visited Kiowa
nnd broke up two saloons with her little hatchet. Then she went to Wichi
ta and broke up two more. She was
put In Jal), kept there for, several days

The sales of our meat departments
were 4,012,579,000 pounds on which
our earnings were less than V cent
'
per pound.

The per capita consumption of meat
in the United States is given as 170
pounds. If a consumer purchased only
Swift & Company's products he would
contribute only about 78 cents a year,
or VA cents a week as profit to the
company.

Swift & Company, U.S. A.

i
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Mrs. Carrie Nation.

and then released. She broke up another saloon and was not even arrested. She went to Topeka and made an
appeal to Governor Stanley. He told
her he did not approve of her methods.
She also addressed both houses of the
state legislature. She visited Chicago

and other cities, between times continuing the work of smashing saloon fixtures.

States Enact Dry Laws,
The activities of these early leaders
of the prohibition movement gradually
brought about the enactment of state
legislation prohibiting or regulating
the sale of liquor. Some of the early
state laws provided for local option,
which made possible local prohibition,
as In Connecticut In 1839.
In 1837 Nenl Dow, alarmed by the
vast quantities of rum entering Maine
through the West Indian trade, began
his agitation for prohibition In that
state. Stringent regulation of the
liquor traffic was established In several states, but the passage of the Maine
prohibitory law In 1851 afforded the
first real test of prohibition. Massa
chusetts and Rhode Island In 1852
passed laws forbidding the sale of
liquor; these laws were subsequently
repealed. Massachusetts adopted local
option by towns. Iowa passed a con
stitutional amendment In 1882; it was
declared void and was superseded by a
statute (1884). This In turn was done
sway with by the famous Mulct law,
which Itself was modified.
Several
states rejected prohibition sought to
be secured either through statute or
Kanby constitutional amendment.
sas adopted prohibition In 1890 and a
little later openly violated the law. So
there was spasmodic activity in most
parts of the country toward prohibition, but it wos without plun or
cohesion,. When the ratification of the
eighteenth amendment began the situation by states as to prohibition was as
Indicated by the following table:
Prohibition States and Date of Going
Into Effect.
1851
Maine (Constitutional)
......1880
Kansas (Con.)......:
18S9
North Dakota (Con.)
1907
Oklahoma (Con.)
1908
Georgia (Stotutory)
1909
North Carolina (Stat.)
Mississippi (Stat.)
...1909
1909
Tennessee (Stat.)
1914
West Virginia (Con.)
1915
Alabama (Stat.)
1915
Arizona (Con.)
Virginln (Stat.)
lfiC
Colorado (Con.)
..line
1911
Oregon (Con.)
Washington (Stnt.)
19JS
1910
Arkansas (Stat.)
1910
Iowa (Stat.)
1016
Idaho (Con.)
1U16
South Carolina (Stnt.)....
,
1917
Nebraska (Con.)
1918
South Dakota (Con.)..
District of Columbia (Stat.)...... 1917
1018
Alaska (Stat.)
1918
Indiana (Stat.)
1918
Michigan (Con.)
1918
New Hampshire (Stat.)
Montana (Con.)
Dec. 81, 1918
1918
New Mexico (Con.)
.1918
Texas (Stat.)
w.
Jan. 1. 1919
Florida (Con.)
1919
Utah (Con.) Ohio (Con.)
.....1913
1920
Wyoming (Con.)
1913
Nevada (Con.)
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LG0;( AT CHILD'S
T0ÜG11E IF SICK,

Inspection of Choice Farm Acres
Will Ba Profitable.

CROSS, FEVERISH

Trifle Coiroared to
Cost Only
Benefit to Bo Derived "Y
Happy Fields, Unknown to Noiso and
Strife, Tho Kind Rewarder of Industrial Life" John Gay.
Po-tlb-

ls

HURRY, MOTHER! REMOVE POISONS FROM LITTLE STOMACH,
LIVER, BOWELS.
GIVE'CALIFORNIA 8YRUP OF FIGS
AT ONCE IF BILIOUS OR
CON8TIPATED.

There are thousands today looking
for farms to buy, and with the hundreds of thousands of acre offered for
sale, there Is no lack of opportunities.
But there are all classes of lands, good,
bad, and Indifferent, much of each.
The government of the Dominion of
Canada has no land for sale, but within the boundaries of the Dominion
there are unlimited acres of choice
land owned by railway and land comIt
panies and private Individuals.
holds no brief for any, nor are any
of them clients. But it is to the Interest of the Dominion to have the hun
dreds of thousands of acres placed un
der cultivation, for every acre thus cul
tlvated adds to the revenue which helps
It
Look at the tongue, mother!
pay the government of the country. It coated. It Is a sure sign that your litis with the purpose of retting forth tle one's stomach, liver and bowel

the agricultural advantages that Can
ada, especially Western Canada, possesses, that attention is drawn to the
fact. The purpose Is to place before
the reader truthful statements, and
advise the prospective settler as to
the necessity to Investigate and inspect, leaving to his own deduction the
matter of his selection. Once he decides, the government will render him
any further information necessary as
to location, prices and value of land,
and assist him In every way possible to
become settled.
The cost of a trip to Western Can
ada, to any portion of the three prov
inces Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and
Alberta specially indicated in this
work. Is but a trifle compared with the
benefits that a personal Inspection may
give. Therefore the advice Is to do
so. Low rates on railways will be ar
ranged and every opportunity afforded
for giving the country a thorough and
careful examination.. It may be that
you wish an Improved farm, all ready
for occupation and cultivation; you
may want raw prairie, which only re
quires plowing and the other prepara
tlon necessary for a seed bed, leaving
It to yourself to erect your buildings,
sink your well, prepare your garden,
and ascertain how close you are to
school, church, town and market. You
may wish to go Into mixed farming,
combining tb raising of stock with the
growing of grain. In this case you
will look oot for some shelter from
sun, wind and storm, and want a farm
a portion of which may be cultivated
for grain, and pasture fields connected
with It Tou may make this ont of the
open level prairie, but you will do bet
ter to secure a partially wooded lot,
where water and pasture are already
at hand. Tou may wish to go Into the
raising of cattle, or sheep alone ; then
you will care less for the open prairie,
but select something that may cost you
less In the more northerly districts.
No matter what you may want, unless
It be land upon which to grow cotton,
bananas or other tropical or
IcaJ products, your Inspection trip will
reveal to you that Western Canada possesses possibilities beyond which any
literature you may read advises
seml-trop-

Large Death Roll.

It was stated recently by Governor
General Buxton. In Cape Town thnt
there had been 50,000 deaths from In
fluenza during the recent epidemic In
South Africa.
This figure
both whites and blacks.

Included

The charm of a bathroom Is its
By the use of Red Cross Bag
Blue, all cloths and towels retain their
whiteness until worn out 5c
spot-lessne-

Stella
reled.
Bella

Away With Them I
The Smiths have never quar-

take this harmless "fruit laxative;"
they love Its delicious taste, nnd It
always makes them feel splendid.
Ask your druggist for a bottle of
"California Syrup of Figs," which bus
directions, for babies, children of all
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly on the
bottle.
Beware of counterfeits sold
here. To be sure you get the genuine,
ask to see that It is made by the "California Fig Syrup Company." Refuse
any other kind with contempt. Adv,
, I tvlll utter what 1 believe today. If
it should controdiet all I said yesterday.

Wendell Phillips.

Oar plmplfi. headache, bad breath by taklnj
May Apple, Aloe, jalap rolled Into a tlur ánsar
pill called Doctor Pierce's Fleaaaut l'elleli. Ad.

Plenty of exercise, fresh air,
regular hours is all the prescription you need to avoid
Influenza
unless through
neglect or otherwise, a cold
gets you. Then take at
once

aSCAfo$?

J
Gen. Neal Dow.

,

v

woman's college, where she developed
the system of
that has
been widely copied.
In 1874 the National Woman's Chris
tian Temperance Union was formed nt
Cleveland, ()., and Frunces Willard
found her life work. She served for
five years as corresponding secretary
and then became president. In 1833
she founded- the World's W. C. T. U.,
which grew to have branches In 50
countries, nnd In 1888 she became Its
president. She wrote many temperance pamphlets and was the author of
twit books. In the minds of women
nud" of most men the world over
Frances Willard and W. C. T. U. are
synonymous.
-

......

QUININE

Standard cold remedy for 20 year. In table
form safe, ture, no opiatea breaks up a cold
In 24 hour. relieve, grip in 3 daya. Money
back if it fail.. The genuine box haa a Red top
with Mr. Hill 'a rjicture. At All Drua Store.

Bring Your Friends Along

I am well pleased with EATONIC, and It
ju.t what it aaya it will, know
rrely dorecommend
it highly, becauae my

customers com back for more and not only
Praia it. but bring or send their friend
for it. An old gentlemen S7 years old saya,
"I would get indigeatioa so bad. thought I
would die, would have to getaphyaician and
b in bed from on to three days; in July 1
got EATON 10 and have not had a apell
since, nor a phyelcan and I know E ATONId
has kept me well." J. . PHOGTOK,
gist, Wooater, Ohio.

f'jf

After meal eat one

Íp ATOMIC
YOUn STOMACH'S SAKE)
Removes Heartburn, Indigestion; that full
feeling, aimoat inatantly; drive ca out of
body and tbe bloat with it. Ail Ilruggiata.

UPSET?

Nil

PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN AT ONCE ENDS
SOURNESS, GASES, ACIDITY,
INDIGESTION.
Lumps of undigested food causing
pain. When your stomach Is acid, gas-Bsour or you have heartburn, flatulence, headache or dyspepsia, here Is
Instant relief No waiting I

UÍ

A

COLD IN THC BUO

J The quickent way
'?(jt tha trenuiot t
drug Moi

f3t

LmXJ

PARKER S

HAIR

J'

BALSAM

tof let preparation of merit,
Eelpn to eradtoate daodruft.
For RtwhwHi rilnr
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
ana iloum itusxwm.
A

y,

ra I Lulo

nissyjsssKí

nates reasonable. Hlgheitrelerenwia. Beataanrlsa.

r.

A GENTS, Pictorial Hlatory "America's War fot
HmuaDllT. ' Wlrlwlnd awller: retalláis. srofltll.lOt
tree until U
raLliifera, MM rUanwa, Trirt, O.

W. N.

'.

:

It

Sure of

"Is your lady friend accomplished?"
"Sure she Is. Why, she plays by
hand."

LZ3(F03

Slackers ! Life.

STOMACH

needs a gentle, thorough cleansing at
once.
When peevish, cross, listless, pale,
doesn't sleep, doesn't eat or act naturally, or Is feverish, stomach sour,
sore
breath bad ; has stomach-ache- ,
throat, diarrhoea, full of cold, give
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," and In a few hours all the foul,
constipated waste, undigested food
and sour bile gently moves out of the
little bowels without griping, nnd you
have a well, playful child again.
You needn't coax sick children to

U, DENVER,

NO.

Denver Directory
lilil:
:r

Donl stay upset! Eat a tablet of
Pape's Dlapepsin and Instantly your
stomach feels fine. All the indigestion
pain, gases, acidity and misery In the
stomach ends.
Pape's Dlapepsin

tablets cost little
drug store but there Is no surer
or quicker stomach relief known. Adv.
at

any"

A mouse scares a woman almost-amuch as milliner's bill scares a man.

Contentment
er or Inter.

means happiness soon'

lilild

llMiUV-i-l

j

11

..j-,-

.

:

.'

r"
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DEVELOPING

VOUQKS Bend
andforprinting

Catalogue and
Finishing Price List. Tu. Domr rW. M.bm.k
Eaabaaa Kaaak Ca., Hi l(ta Street. Dearer, Colonia
Doop-Qoatc- d

Colds

develop serious complications if neglected.
remedy that
Vte an old and time-trie- d
has given aatiaf action (or mora than fifty years

ü ii lib ü dUl!'J'V
ri

i

t

.1 i
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ii is

PUBLISHER

AND

Subscription $1.50 Per

Entered as

second-clas-

s

Year!
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matter at the

postoffice in Roy, Na v Mexico.

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music
Class. $5.00 per month, two
lessons per week.At presen
at Mrs. Crowe's. SEE HER.
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.Church Diroctory

TP'S

TT

t

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Moots each Sunday at 10, A. M

WJ'-- i

Your

at Christian Ohnrcn.
presence is neceS3ary.

Will OBíiiMie until FEB 1st.
At the specia rices Advertsie 1

'
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IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
EDITOR
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The Spanish American
,
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CHRISTIAN
ROY-- '

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month

at

11.00 a. m. and 8.0u p. m.

Cabbage

International, Le Gear's,&
Seneca STOCK FOOD,

10

Percent Off for the next 30
days.
,

3c Per.1 Pound.

By the Sack

9

Communion service at the morning service. '
LEASANT VIEW

First Sunday each Month at &
p.m.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY.

at FLOEIR

paSubsribe to your home-tow- n
per, the
DON'T DELAY
S--

one years
time, Good Milch Cow with calf
at side, Just fresh.
FOR

See

SALE-- On

J.- - S.

Horton, Solano N. M.

FIRE

Public Sale

WOOD.-O- n

Chamberlain's Tablets,

Feb. 5'19 10 AM.

When you are troubledwith indigst

Sale to commence at 10 o'clock ion or constipation. take Chamberlains
A. M. sharp, the following prop Tablets. They strengthen the ttom&cb
and enable it to perform it' functió
Wanted, Boarders, 'by day or erty to wit Come early and go naturally. Indigestion is usally aecoms
week, Good meals and reason' home early.
panied by Constipation and is 'agjffa
by it Chamberlains Tablets
vated
able rates. Enquire of
4 mules,
9 cattle,
4 horses,
cause a gentle movement of the
Mrs. C. M. Gonzales. Roy N. M Holstein and other milk stock,
the constipated conditions.
bowel-relievi-

A complete outfit of good farm
machinery, 3 sets of harness
sehold Economics,
The experts
that ii a lot
and good stock saddle, 6 dozen
potatoes is not uniform It is often
and some turkeys, if
chickens,
vorth while to sort thorn and use the
Corn, Cane, Millet and Bean .irge onc with roast meats or at
H. Tther times vhen the oven need noi
hull Hay,' 15 bu. of Spuds,
üe specially hted and sava the smell
H. Goods, Etc.
nes for times when qulcl: cooking

Dr. H.S.Murdoch

Dentist,
Will be in ROY
again,

Term

Feb. 2d to 8th interestcredit of
at Kitchell Hotel.

COL. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
"
Watch for the first symptom, hoarse- E. G.
PARKE?. Clerk.
ness and give Chamberlains Coufjh
Remedy at once. It is prompt and efFree Lunch.
'
fectual.
.
I

what it has done for others. Mrs. J.A.
Knott, Chillicothe, Mo., says "Chamberlains Cough Remedy cannot be beat
for cough., and colds." Mrs. O. Cook
writes, "I have found that it gives the
quickest relief of any cough remedy I
have ever used." H. J. Moore, Oval,
Pa. says, "I have used Chamberlain
Cough Remedy on teverai occasions
when I was sutTerinsf with a cold cn
my chest and has already brought a- -

boutacure.

.Public bale
will Sell at Auction at the

Foersheim Correl, ROY,

at

an.

5

?

1

LOWS,

is discount ;
For a limited time only we are going to sell the following makes of Tires
at a discount of 1 5 percent for Cash.

AC-

TION.

GOODYEAR, GOODRICH,
MOHAWK,MICHELIN,MANSFIELD,
FIRESTONE and IMPERIAL

PRICES
SIZE

the District Court Thereof, Fourth
.
Judicial District '
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
)ss.
County of Mora,
)
C. G. Parsons,
Plaintiff,

'

y.

Guy M. Howe,

Defendant,

Reg. Price

v

$15.80

30X3

GOODYEAR

No. 2409.

Parsons, plaintiff, claiming judgeagainst you for $567,47 oh account of services, labor, time and efforts rendered by plaintiff to defendant in procuiing a purchaser for certain land and real estate in Mora County, New Mexico, and that your property Has been attached, and "that unless
you enter or cause to be entered youj
appearance in said suit on orefore
the fifteenth day of February, A. D.,
1919, judgement will be rendered against you and vour property will be sold
to satisfy the same,
ment

.

olstein and
ersey.
10

H. A. GRAY, Owner.

,

PELRO' A. ORTEGA,
(Seal)

Clerk of Said Court.
By Bernardo Trujillo. Deputy.
'

J. FRANK
''I IntifT,

CURNS,
Attorney for
Vnj;on Mtun '. New Mex.

,

Hearn, Pastor.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
10 A.M. each Sunday,

P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.
CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
icev.

vachon,
Priest in charge,

DT. FELIX

1

Y. P. S. C. E,
Mrs. O. W. HEARN, President
MiSS Lillian Criner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Chureh,
Roy, N. M,, every Sunday even.

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Methodist Episcopal. Church
SA1LE

'

?15.20

COODRICH

PRICE

$12.92

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

(

MICHEUN

3rd Sunday
Church

$14. 9

$17,15
$17.05

MANSFIELD

at
11

Roy

Free

Landing

Aero-Plan- e

Cars Housed and Cared for
Expert

Mach&nics
ÜASOL5NE ST A.

J. M. WILSON,

at

ROY,

--

Proprietor

NewMcx.

Will find

Land-Seede- rs

this the right place.

.

Cured at a cost of 52 cents

;

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
ServiceEfficient
Exchange,
City
Roy
nected.
ty

(

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

A. M.

Sundays at Liberty,. llvA.M.
Solano, 3, PM.
E. L. Pit ATT , Pastor,

Tourists ánd

PHONE at Springer.

Rural-Communi-

11

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold 'Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the '
t)epot. in the?
Main Businéss District

Gilstrap Brd's, Prop's
E

8.00 P. M

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Roy Telephone Co.
LONG-DISTANC-

CIRCUIT

Under new Management

J.; W. .BECK,'' Manager.

Connects with

,

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

and LIVERY

ROY, N. M.

Pastor

El Dorado Hotel

o y" G ara ge'

Office and Exchange,

ON SOLANO

Bradley,

2nd & 4th

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD &Co.

Mills '
and 7:30 p m

at

1st and 3d Sundays
at Mosquero,

At Reasonable Rates.

Repaár Work

Ham
SERVICES

Christian

a m and 7:30 p m

2nd and 4th Sunday

(Incorporated)

In

at

;

G.

months without interest on approved
notes, 10 percet discount for cash.
TERMS:--

OF PENDENCY OF

The said defendant, Guy M. Iio we,
is hereby notified that a suit in attachment has been commenced against you
in the District. Court for the county of
Mora.State of New Mexico, by asid C.

If weather conditions are favorable,

11K

NOTICE

TIRE SALE

CASH

12

G. W. Wagoner.

Quick Cure for Croup

C. B. STUBBLEFIELD Co's

MAKE

months withou Chamberlains
cough remedy
ou sums over $10 00 10
Before using tin's preparation for a
percent1 discount for cash on all
cough or cold you may want to know
sums over $10v
A

11.00 a. m. 8PM.

BAPTIST
First Sunday in each montn.
Senrices 11 A. M., T.80, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

ia

core convenient.

at

0. W.

the stump

$1.00 per load. Cut and sawed in
stove wood length, $3,50 pet
load on 25 inch wagon box. st
I will offer at Public Auction, at my
ranch 9 miles south of Roy
farm 18 miles North of Mills, 12
A. Waldo Morris, Roy N. M.
S. W, of Gladstone; 6N. Palouse

MONEY TO LOAN ON
FARMS AND RANCHES
I am still in the buisness big
ger than ever, and am in a posi
tion tq pay you on your loan as
quick as any other Co. that is ao
ing buisness in Mora County.
Our terms are made to please
you not ourselves.
J. E. Wild ii an, Loan Agency,

I

MILLS
3rd Sunday

"Eight years ago when we first mov
ed to Mattoon, I wa3 a great sufferer
from indigestion and constipation,
Mrs. I'lobsrt Allison, Matoon
111. "1 hsd frequent jieadaehes and dizzy spells, and there was a feeling like
a heavy weight
on my stom
ach and chest all the time. I felt
Every morsel of food distressed
me. I ceuhl not rest at night and felt
t'red and worn out all of the time. One
bottle of Chamberlai 's Tablets 'cured
me and I have since felt like a differ-

e.

ent person.

THE

"' """

8FANISH-AMERICA-

Tom. J. Taylor,

U. Strong County Treasurer,

C

Liberty Garage
Blacksmith & Machine Shop

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
s

Mora, New Mexico

Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lints
Expert

Wood-Wor-

k;

Complete Index tolAIl
Mora County.
V

s

J. D. WADE, Mechanician.

'

Drills, Saws, Planers and
Power Machinery,
every kind of Tower Equipment.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Garage

us di.sinuclied with Promptness and Aecura
Your ijusiiiHsa ltcsimmfully Solicited

.

Department of , the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Gas and Oils:

Dec.

Welding,

Oxy-Acetyle-

16 liilS.

Re-bor-

101X,

made II. E. No. 018331,

K!5484,

for

mi&

tsVl; Seci:.

WJ-SE-

NEJ-SW-

'

No.
NW'lJ;

Wi-NE-

iE SEi

See. 20 &
T 1SN. R27, E., N.M.P.M
intention
has filed notice
of
'to
make final three year proof, to cstab- ish claim totlie hind above described,
before F. H. Foster, U. S, Commis
sioner,
at his office Roy, N. M., on
EJ-SE-

SEJ-NE-

Sec. 18,

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.

"

Feb. (i , 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J.w, Church
John Beck mart
John Horton
E.II. Hughes
all of Solano N M
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

3n

R; A. PENDLETON & SON,

irietors, '

EC
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
January 4, 1919
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that Philip
1918
Dec. 20.

S. McDowell of Mosquero, N. M., who
Notice is hereby given that
on Feb. 20, 1915, made H. E.- - No.
019232, for Lots 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; Ntt. Thomas F, Tipton, of Sabinoso, N. M.
1912 &
made
SEV4; SWU NEtt Sec. 35, Twp 18N., who, on
Rng 28E., N. M. P. M., has filed no- Homestead Entries nos.
tice of intention to make Final Three Lot 4, Sec. 6, Twp. 16N, Rng. 24E. A
Year Proof to establish claim to the Lotsl-&- 3
NEJ-SW- J
i;
&
land above described, before W. H. NWJ-SE- J
SWJ-NE- i
&
section 1,
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his
Twp. 16 N,
R23E. NMFM. aae
office at Roy, N. M., on the 18 day of
filed notice of intention to make five
February, 1919.
1,

016406-&0242-

roic PUBLICATION

up his credit.

at

Clayton, New Mexico,
Dm. 16 19!8
Notice is hereby given that
Niches Esquibel, of Rey, N. M. whu on
July 22nd 1915, made IT. E. No. 020521
NWJ NEj;
Sec,
9, TownsBip 20
25
North, Ran
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to nake Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above describe.!
before F. H. Foster U. S. Commission
er at Roy N. M. on Feb. 5 1919.
Claimant r.ames as witnesses:
Federico Esquibel Adolofo Montoya
Celedón Esquibel
Tito Hurtado
Office

NE1-NW-

year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before
Eüseo C.Cordova, U.S Commissioner
Trementina New Mexico, on Feb. 1,'lfi.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Bentura Quintana, Petrolino Quintano
All of Trementina, New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sabinoso,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Lula E. Tipton,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Watrous, N.M.
Damacio Delasey,
January 4, 1919
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Notice is hereby given that Don W.
Register
Shinn, of David, Union county, N. M.,
who en Sept. 13, 1915, made H. E.. No.
020852, for the NEÍ4 Sec. 12, Twp 17
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
"Ñ., Rng 30E., Lots 1; 2; EV6 NW
Sec 7, Twp 17N., Rng 31E., N. M. P. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
M., has filed notice of intention to
Office at Santa Fe New Mexico, ,
make Final Three Year Proof to esDec. 27, 1918
tablish claim to the land .above de- Notice is hereby given that Onofre
scriba!, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
N. M. Who,
of Roy.
Commissioner, at his ofñce at Roy, Esquibel.,
N. M., on the, 18th day of February, oifMar. 1,1913 made H. E. No 017988 for
SEi-Ssec. 12 T20N. F24E, situated
1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
in the SantaFe land district, and on
Jeff McKée, Frank Weir, John Mc- - June 24tb, 1313, macja H E. no 016613
Farland, Charles"P. Field, atl of David, for lot 4, and EJ-SSec.' 7, Twp20N
New Mexico.
25E. situated in Clayton landdst,
Rng.
PAZ VALVERDE,
of
Register N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
r
intention to make Final
Proof, to establish claim to the land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
above described
Land
U.
S.
Department of the Interior,
before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the
January 8, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Edgar 10th day of Feb. 1919.
L. Frazier, of Kephart, Union eounty,
Claimant names as witnesses:
N.Jtf., who, on March 27, and add'l
Esquibel, Adolfo Montana
Federico
019683,
No.
E,
H.
made
1915
19,
July
Niebes Esqi'.5:i:
Eequibel
Celedón
Sec.
add'l No. 020487, for WH SW,
34, and SEV4 jSec 33, Twp 22N Rng
1
All of Roy, New Mexijj
29E., N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
FRANCISCO .DELGADO,
intention to, make Final Three Year
Register.
v
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. II. Foster,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Department othe Interior, U. S. Land
March,
of
day
Roy, N. ML on the 4th
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Í919.
r
January 4, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby iriven that Asbury
Fred
Heath,
William
A. T. Carter,
F. Livingston, of Roy, Mora county,
Moore, B. H. Smith, all of Kephart, N. M., wno, on Aug. 9th. 1915., made
New Mexico.
Sec. 3,
H. E. No. 020G33, for NW
PAZ VALVERDE,
Twd 19N.. Rng 2GE., N. M. P.' M., has
Register
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
filed notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F.H.FosNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
office
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land ter, U. S. Commissioner, at" hisof Feb.
n Roy, J&I. M., on the 18th day
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
1919.
January 4, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notite is hereby given that Irvin H.
John Weisdorfer. B. C. Grunig, WilHornsby; of Roy, Mora county, N. M.,
E. S. Judy, all of
who, on October ICth, 1915, made H. liam Weisdorfer,
M.
N.
Roy,
NWÍ4,
Secv
NWV
E No. 021005, for
'
PAZ VALVERDE,
4," and N
NE',4, Sec. 5, Twp 20N.,
Register
no17 Feb. 14
filed
Jan.
M.,
has
M.
P.
N.
28E.,
Rng
Three
Final
make
to
intentipn
tice of
"
Poor Pattern.
Year Proof to establish claim to the
FosH.
The trouble with the average- self
land above described, before F.
made man Is the poor selection of his
ter U. S. Commissioner at his office
"
at Roy, N. M., on the 19th day of Feb- pattern.
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. Brown,
Harvey T. Clinard, Henry Ganns, all
of Mosquero, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
Jan. 17 Feb. 14

'

.

five-yea-

,

2--

.

-

ruary,

1919.

The fact
'

men--h-

e

also avoids errors in making

change and trouble over disputed payments.

Our facilities for your accounts are good

we

would be pleased to have you open one with us.

All of Roy, New Mexico.

ROY TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANK,

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

'

that he pays his bills by giving a

check on the bank adds to his standing with the
business

SJ-N-

"
.

NEW MEK.

IIÓY
Col. Frank O. White,

Frank L. Schultz,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION ,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Dec tfl 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Reece B. --Gardener, of Roy N, M. who
made H. E. No.
on Jly 26th 191
NWi-NW020550. for

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
:
ROY, New Mexico,

SEl-NW-

TomParksvBenjamin

start toward building

Department of the Interipr, U. S. Laiid

Not'ce is hereby given that
Clarence M. Thompson, of Solan", N.
VT. who, on Nov, 23,11)14,
AiMl. Sep.1l

and Bearings Trued by the newest
Cylinders
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
'
v
Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at
Reasonable Rates.

The man who opens an account at a bank is

'

making:' the best possible
NOTICE,

NOTICE FOi: PUBLICATION

Expert Mechanic, in charge

DEPARTMENT

entrusted to

Al Mutters

I

Automobile Accessories,
Repair Work,

YOÍ1R CREDIT

Property in

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being'
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furniah Abstracts on these Lands.

Repair Work

Lathes!,

Raymond

'

v

iUF

BTLTELD

.

Lands and Town

General Blacksmithing; Horse Shoeing;

Abstracto

A new and progressive Business Enterprise
To meet the demads of the Community for a

J,

NWi-Ss- i,

1,

NOTICE FOR. PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
January 8, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Charlie
C. Moore, of Mosquero, Union county,
N. M., who on January 13, 1916, made
H. E. No. 021500, for NEl4 and S1
NWK Sec 27, Twp. 19N., Rng. 28E.,
N. M. P. M has filed notice of inten
tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N.
.
M., on the 3rd day of March, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William DeLaney, Don Bradley,
Ralph Hazen, Osker Aspergen, all of

18 N:
Township
Section 9,
:
Í
Range 25 E. N. M P. Meridian, hai
filed notice of intention to make Three
year, proof to establish claim to the
F.H.
land above described, before
Foster, U.S. Commiasoner at his office
at Roy New Mexico, on Feb. 5 1919
OF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS
Mosquero, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
J.M. Finch
P.J. Laumbauca
Register
Leandro Archuleta Dan Laumbauch Jan. 17 Feb. 14
All of Roy New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
January 7, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Charley
NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land F. Wright, of Roy Mora county, N. M.,
'
'
'who on January 26th, 1915, jnade H.
"
Clayton, N. M., Dec. 16, 1918.
'
"...
4.
E. No. 019266, for Wtt Sec. 28, Twp
Notice is hereby given that
Frederico Esquibel, of Roy New Mex. 19N, Rng 25E., N. M. P. M., has filed
Office in the old Telephone Building, ROY, N. M.
made H. E. notice of intention to make Final
who, on July, 12th 19Í5,
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
Sec. 8 and
No. 020453 for NWJ-NWto the llnd above described, before F.
5
NWJ-SWand Si SWi. Sec. Twp. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at his'
MOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land 20 N, Range 25 E N. M. P. M. office in Roy, N, M., or. the 3rd day of
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
filed notice of intention to maka final March, 1919.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
December. 20 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
three year proof to establish claim to
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
4
Notice is hereby given that
J. H. Sansbury, T. E. Sanslbury, J".
the land ahovt. .described, before F. H.
Dec. 21 1918
Lula E, Tipton, of Sabiuoso, N.M. who Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his of- L. Smith, Juan Isido Romero, all of
Notice is hereby given that
on Feb. 28, 1912, made H-no. 016407 fice in Roy, N. M., on Feb, fith, 1919 Roy, New Mexico.PAZ
VALVERDE,
Stuart B Tipton, of Sabinoso. N, M,, for Lots 2&3 See. 6, T1GN. R24E,
Claimant names as witnesses:
J
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
Kegister
who on Oct. 16th, 1913, made Home31,
Twp.
Sec.
&Lot4,
17N, U24E
Ado)ofo Montoyo Celt don Esquil.el;
019712 for NE1-SEstead Entry-N- o
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of , intenRoy, New Mexico,
.
..
W ,
&
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
See. 11; NWJ-SE- i
Sec. 12, tion to make five year proof, to es
Hurtado
Ignacio
Tito
Masías
.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Township 16 N, Range 23 IC. N. M. P. tabhsh claim to the land above de
of Mills New México.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention scribed before Elíseo C. Cordova, U.S.
January 8, 1919 1
VALVERDE,
Register.
PAZ
Proof, to establish Commissioner at Trementina, New
tomake
Notice
is
hereby given thatNArthur
claim to the land above described, be- Mexico on Feb. 1st 1919.
T. Carter, of Kephart, Union county,
Claimant
names
as
witnesses:
fore W. G. Ogle, US.Commissioner at
N. M., who on January 22, 1915 made
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
E. Las Vegas,
N.M. on Jan. 29 1919. Petrolino Quintana, '
2, 3, 4,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land H. E. No. 019243, for Lots
Bentura Quintana,
Trementina,
SWU NW4 Sec. 3, and NE Sec. 4,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
T.F.Tipton
'
Twp 21N. Rng 29E;, N. M. P. M., has
T. F. Tibton, Sabinoso,
January 4, 1919
Damacio Delany,
filed notice of intention to make Vinal
N.M.
Watrous,
MargarDamacio Delaney, Watrous,
Notice is hereby given that
claim,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, ita H. Romero formerly Margarita Her Three Year Proof, to establish
Ventura Quintaba,
to the land above described, before F.
on
who
N.
M.,
Mosquero,
Kegister,
nandez
of
Paradolin Quintana, Trementina, N.M,
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
January 3, 1916, made Homestead en- H.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
office at Roy, N. M., on the 4ih day of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
try application No. 021362, for the March, 1919.
Department of The Interior, U. S, E
SEV;
NW'A; W'i NEU; W
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
NEH,
U. S. Land" Office Santa Fe, New Mex SE4 SWV. Sec. 21; NW
William
Heath, E. L. Frazier, B. H.
N.
M.
P.
29E.,
Rng
Sec. 28, Twp 19N,
Dec. 21 1918.
Moore, all of Kephart,
Smith,
.Fred
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
M., has filed notice of intenlioi to
Notide Í3 herejby given that
New Mexico.
Office Sarita Fe, N. M.Dec. 21, 1918.
make Final Three Year Proof to esPAZ VALVERDF
Notice is hereby given that Ramon Francisco Mora, of Sabinoso N. Mex tablish claim to the larl above deRegister
who,
on
Aug.
10, 1914, made II. E, scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S. Jan. 17 Feb. 14
Eresquez, of Sabinoso, N. M.,who,
(Act of Feb. 3, 1911) serial No. 02150.3 Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N.
enmade
5,
1915,
homestead
on Nov.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
for
and Si SWJ Section 35 M., on the 18th day of February, lyt'J.
'
&
try, No. 025004, for"Si-SW- i
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department
17
names as witnesses:
Township
N.,
24
M
Claimant
N
Range
P
East
,
N.M.P.Meri-dianT.
17N, K. 24E.
Skc.25,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
V
James D. Beem.
January 8, 1919,
has filed notice of intention to M., has filed notice of intention to Candido fe. Trujillo, Frank M. Dris- Notice is hereby given that Benja
make Three Year Proof, to establish nake Final Three Year Proof, to estab- kill, all ot Mosquero, N. M.
min H. Smith, of Kephart, Union counlish claim to the land above described,
claim to tho jand above described,
PAZ VALVERDE,
F II Foster, U. S. Com'r at before F.H. Foster, U. S. Comrnisoner Jan.. 17 Feb. 11
Register ty, N. M., who on January 11, 1915,
made II. E. No. 019152 for S
SE'i
at Roy New Mexico, on'January 28 11J19
Roy, N.N. Jar.. 8, 1919.
Sec. 23, NE'i and Hh SE 14, Sec. 26,
PUBLICATION
FOR
NOTICE
Claimant names as witnesses :
T- -n
Claimant names as witnesses:
22N., Rng 29E., N. M. P. M., has
Department cf the Ulterior, II. S. Land
b rnl
of jntroltori to rns-Jose K. Torres
Ramon Fresquez
filed
not'ce
Francisco Mora
Jose H Torres,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Cipriano Lujan
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
Juan Lujan
Desidero Lucero
Frank J.ujan,
January 4, 1919
described, befoi-All of Sabinoso New Mexico
all of Sabinoso, N. M.
Nnfire is herebv rriven that Jeff to the land aboveS. Commissioner, at
U.
Foster,
II.
F.
M.,
county.
N.
MrKee of David. Union
FRANCISCO' DELGADO, Register.
FRANCISCO DELGADO:
his office at Roy, N. M., on the 4th day
Register. who, on Sept. 13, 1915, made H. E. of March, 1919.
rlwp.
1,
Sec.
SE
the
020851,
for
No.
Claimant names as witnesses:
17N. Tins? 20E.. and Lots 6: 7; E
E. L. Frazier, A. T. Carter, William
SWV, Sec. 6, Twp 17N., Rng 31E., N.
Heath. L. S. Hazen, all of Kephart,
P. M., has filed notice Ot intention
New Mexico.
KinWp. Final Three Year Proof to es
The Roy Drug Store
' Lt.... ....
PAZ VALVERDK,
,
tablish claim to the land above deRegister
14
Feb.
17
,
Jan.
scribed, before W. II. Willcox, U. S.

Reliable Medium of Exchange,
Farm Loans,

Insurance,
Auction Sales, Notary. Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.

1

SEJ-SW-

1

five-Ye-

ar

Sj-S-

SJ-SE-

.

e

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
N L Wetterhus, R. W. Mitchell, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
James Johnson, Jr., F. N. Coldiron, all
January 8, 1919
of Roy, N. M.
VALVERDE
Notice is hereby given that Felix
Register Quintana of Dellaven, N. M., who on
14
Jan. 17-- Feb.
March 5, 1915, and Aug. 30, 1915,
made H. E. No. 019517, 62078ft for the
Monkey's Valuable Discovery.
SEtt, Sec. 34, and the SWA Sec. 85
A literary discovery bus just been Twp 21N., Rng. 29E., N. M.P. M., has
made at the monastery of Mekltarlstra, filed notice of intention to make Final
claim
In the Island of St. Lazarus, at Venice. Three Year Proof to establish
W.
A pet monkey, bad climbed to the top to the land above described, before
of a bookcase, where It seized hold of H. Willcox U. S. Commissioner at his
and, breaking the office at Roy, N. M., on the3rd day of
a bundle of
.Btrlng, showered down n number of March, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
letters, the Ink of wlilcfl had become
be
to
proved
Grabiel Martinez, Albert, N. M.
They
age.
yellow with
Samuel Quintana, Kephart, N. M.
between
a long correspondence
Antonio Costillo, Bueyeros, N. M.
Byron and the monk's of St. Lazarus
Canuto Gonzales, Bueyeros, N. M.
with whom lie had once resided.
-

Jan.

17-F-

eb.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
14

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
PureDrugs, Chemicals and

Patent Medicines
Perodicalsjand Stationery
.

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
'

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

,

Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M on the 18th day of February, 1919.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
Claimant names as witnesses:
tor any case of Catarrh that cannot be
T)nn W. Shinn. Frank Weir, John cured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
been taken
McFarland, Charles P. Field, all of Hall's Catarrh Medicine has past
thirty-fiv- e
by catarrh sufferers lor the
David, New Mexico.
years, and has become known as the
PAZ. VALVEKtlJll,
most reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall's
Register Catarrh Medicine acts thru the Blood on
,
Jan. 17 Feb. 14
the Mucous surfaces, expelling the Pol-sElephant's Gaits.
from the Blood and healing the disThe elephant can neither trot, canter eased portions.
After you have taken Hall's Catarro
nor gi.Uop; It's only pace 1 a walk, Medicine
for a short time you will see a
to a fast preat Improvement In your general
pable of being hastened
'
'
health. Start taking Hell's Catarrh Medi;
Guille.
cine at once and get rid of catarrh. Send
,o
i'"c.
l
CO., Toledo, Ohio,
.
P. J. CHENKY

How This?

on

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

'

N. Mex.

'

.

t-

Bold by k.ii

:

truBÍ3te,

75o.

i

j

THE

OF FRESH NEWS
important oi
put
patches
into short,
cri8p paragraphs.

The

latest

.

STORY
SHOWING

OF
THE

'

FOREIGN

C0NDEI1SATI0I

THE WEEK
PROGRESS

OP

SPANISH-AMERICA-

The Hungarian cabinet has resitra
ed, according to dispatches received
irom Budapest.
Montenegrins have revolted and ex
pelled the
s.
it. was an
nounced by the Montenegrin consul at
noma.
All of America's fighting men now
in Europe will be back in the United
btates within the next eight months.
according to reports,
Field Marshal von Mackensen of the
German army has been interned at
Temesvar, Hungary, according to
Budapest dispatches.
The Southport Miners Federation
has unanimously adopted
resolution
demanding that miners in the British
army be demobilized immediately and
given employment,
Princess Charlotte, sister of Grand
Duchess Marie, has been chosen as the
latter' successor by the Chamber of
Deputies, which met immediately after
me abdication of the Grand Duchess
was announced.
Representatives of Norwegian capi
talists are arranging lor the estaD
lishment in Mexico City of Norwegian bank, which will have branches
in various parts of the reDublic. Bar
ticularly the states of Tamaulipas and
jansco.
Immediate withdrawal from Monte-negrof all Italian troops is demand
ed by the Montenegrin National As
sembly. The assembly alludes to the
presence oi Italian troops in Monte
negro "now a part of the new state
of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes," as
not dictated by any military neces
sity, as stable peace reigns in the
country."
American and British representa
tives win noid a conference with Germen admiralty authorities at Treves
lor the purpose of acquiring posses
sion of German and Austrian passen
ger ships for the transportation of
troops. The United States will be
represented by E. N. Hurley, chair
man oi the shipping Board, and Ad
miral W. S. Benson.
Jusro-Slav-

RIOTS SWEEP

Pithy News Items

HUH CITIES

Gathered From All Over

ppr

ELECTIONS

Nw Sarvlce.
A public library is to be provided
lor the citizens of Taos.
Building prospects in Columbus are
good in view of the confidence which
moneyed men have in town.
New Year's night, January 1, 1919,
was the coldest in the history of Raton
ts far back as the records have been
N

.WESTERN

Union

NEW DISORDERS AS STREET FIGHTING IS RENEWED.

STRIKE

BRING

Arizona.
The Johnson strike near Quartzsito
reported sold for $30,000.
Commonwealth ships copper ore av
eraging f d.OOO a car from Pearce.
Recent strike in Hardshell mine at
Hardsaw is running $100 in silver,
Bad weather has caused suspension
of work on oil properties at Holbrook,
the Consolidated Arizona is averaging around 1,000,000 pounds copper
per month, according to reports
Yavapai county's copper production
to continue on large scale until de
mand shows signs of falling off.
Specimen of pure copper weighing
113 pounds taken from Emerald Isle
mine. Production United Eastern Mill
for November, 6,873 tons,- valued at
$175,833.52. Wrigley Sulphide Mines
to be reopened upon stabilizing of
metal prices, says reports from King
jiian.

Oil AT LEIPSIC

SPARTAC ANS CONTINUE TO
kept.
SHOW TROUBLE OUTSIDE ,
FOREIGN LANDS.
A proposition was laid before the
OF BERLIN.
city council of Mountainair the past
week proposing to install a water and
Vunn Nawnpapar Union Hawe Service.
electric lighting system for the town.
WMUrn Ntw.p.p.r Union Nwa fttrvtoe.
ABOUT THE WAR
The village board of trustees of
Berlin, Jan. 20. The Spartacans
Columbus
granted
has
a franchise to
Revolutionist forces in Santarem,
the water and light company and re continue to show their heads outside
northeast of Lisbon, having refused to
jected the proposition of W. II. Miller the capital. The radicals have seized
surrender, government troops surto take them over.
rounded the town and commenced
all the bourgeoise papers in DusselCoal mining has been New Mexico's dorf and
bombardment.
wrecked the central bureaus
most important war industry. In this
Official figures now are available
of the Clerical and Democratic paractivity
made
state
creditthe
a
has
for the first time showing the full
ties and burned their campaign litable record without more than touchextent to which American ships trans
ing her vast deposits.
erature. The Soldiers and Workmen's
ported the American army of approxi
Wyoming.
niately 2,079,000 men to Europe.
Nestor Montoya, president, and D. Council of Dusseldorf ordered schools
One
A.
of
New
biggest filing fees ever
the
secretary,
MacPherson,
of
tin
which
The naval academy course,
and theaters closed as a symbol of
Mexico Press Association, have called
received at the office of the Secretary
was reduced to three years during
mourning
for Dr. Karl Liebknecht and of State was paid when the Liberty
a meeting of the newspaper, men of
the war, was restored to the normal
the state to be held at Santa Fe this Rosa Luxemburg. The council also fotash Company, of Salt Lake City
period of fsur years Monday by order
week.
has announced that it will support a filed its articles of incorporation at
ol .secretary of the Navy Daniels,
the statehouse. The capitalization of
general strike.
A message was received in Wash
affectprojects,
Three reclamation
the company is $11,000,000, and the
ington at the office of the commission
ing approximately 800,000 acres of
urave election riots are fee was $2,205. The new concern will
ioncion.
for the Czecho-Slova- k
republic from
land in New Mexico, are being planned taking
placé
in Germany, where the operate in Sweetwater county.
Czecho-Slovak
foreign min
Dr. Henea,
by the state and federal governments
the renex Oil Company has reister, saying there was no truth in the
for rapid development during the com people are voting to choose members
report that he has resigned.
of the national assembly. A general ported another well on its section 10,
ing year.
Big Muddy lease, the flow being en
Enemy prisoners of war will get a
An innovation was introduced into strike has been declared at Leipsic, countered at a depth of 3,214 feet.
chance to rebuild what they have
the public schools when the domestic which is without gas and water, ac The well is said-J.be producing over
wrecked in France, according to a de
science class began the serving of hot cording to Copenhagen advices. The 300 barrels of crude daily. The Fenex
cisión of the French cabinet.
The
lunches to pupils living at a distance deaths of Dr.
Karl Liebknecht and Oil Company was organized by local
prisoners will be employed at once on
in the country districts contiguous to
Rosa Luxemburg appear to have made business men last fall and owns the
reconstruction work in the devastated
the Carlsbad High School.
royalties on some of the most valua
regions, Two, hundred thousand are SPORT
deep impression in provincial towns, ble wells in
the Big Muddy field.
The extension of the railroad from a
expected to be laboring by March 20.
Two bills proposing the legalizing Bayard station to Fort Bayard,
A decision rendered recently by
a dis and to have led to demonstrations
Thousands of Italian and Austrian of boxing matches in Illinois were in- tance
of four miles, has been author- - and street fighting; it is reported.
first Assistant Secretary of the In
war prisoners are planning to come troduced in the upper house in Spring- zed, tort Bayard is the largest hos
Amsterdam. Four Spartacan lead terior Vogelsang states that camotite
to America as soon as possible, John nem.
pital
conducted by the United States
and other radium, uranium and vanaB. Densmore, director of the Federal
Willie Jackson, the New York light government for the benefit of tuber- - ers who were arrested during the re dium compounds are not metals. The
Employment Service, told the House weight, decisively
cent
disorders
in.Spandau,
shot
Were
outboxed and out
ulosis patients.
decision was rendered in the case of
Immigration Committee at the begin,
,
.
Johnny Woye of St. Paul in
anai imuea ipy escorting troops when the Consolidated Ores Mines Comning of hearings on bills to prohibit lought
Colonel
G.
be
Hasdel
has
Arthur
every round of a
bout at come
immigration.
the commander of Camp F.ur- - they tried to escape. The Lokal An- - pany, whose, application for land
Minneapolis.
ong at Columbus, being senior in rank seiger of Berlin says it "learns the grants was canceled on the ground
Bolshevist agitation in the United
Michael McDermott of Chicago es- to Colonel George Biegler, who is in
that carnotite is not a mineral.
States shows no promise of reaching
government has
a stage of open disorder, according to tablished what is said to be a new command of the Twelfth Cavalry, and finally decided not to hold
Aii limitations on the kind or
the national amount
breast who has also been post commander
Department of Justice officials, who world's record for the
of fuel coal, food and other
when he swam the distance in ince his arrival.
assembly. A German government ship supplies which vessels outward
have been observing the movement, bo stroKe
bound from American ports may
far the movement, evidently mainly 47 5 seconds in an exhibition match
New Mexico is to get the sum of wireless message, received in London
carry were removed in orders issued
in New York, is economic, rather than in Minneapolis.
$319,614.31 from the federal govern said Philipp Scheidemann, the German
by the war trade board. Licenses for
political in nature, they declare, and
Kid "Ted" Lewis,
welterweieht ment for the fiscal year ending June foreign secretary,
has announced that bunker coal will be issued in the same
organizers have kept well within the champion, defeated George Rivet of 20,
120, according to announcement
law.
d
Montreal in a
bout. Lewis received from Washington. This is the German government had decided manner as heretofore, however, and
this the board will continue to
knockdowns
scored
in
the
first
and
WESTERN
the sum Uncle Sam is putting up for to convoke the national assembly Feb thru
control the destination of the ships.
second rounds and appeared to. ease
16. '
ruary
work
oad
act
state
this
under
the
in
returning
of
soldiers
Demobilization
up during the remainder of the con of July 11, 1916.
from other camps is now on in Camp test.
New Mexico.
Voting Power of Nations.
Kearny in full swing.
According to plans of the War De
.
..
T
The sale of the Giants to Charles
Twenty-seve- n
ijeau
The conference
ana
Paris.
comes
zinc production
assembled
returned soldiers are
partment, the Mexican army in 1920
McQuaid
Judge
Stoneham,
and
John
to be made Seattle police officers,
to fix the conditions of peace, first from the Magdanela District in Socor
McGraw
was
being
will
still
discussed.
100,000
men.
It
contain
Recruiting
ro
county,
the Steeplerock District in
when they pass the civil service exranks as the greatest baseball deal has been stopped. Only native Mexi- in the preliminaries of peace and then urant county and the Cook's Peak
amination.
in history, and although the new
in the definite treaty of peace, shall District, Luna county.
While lead
Charges of assault and disorderly owners and the retiring officials have cans will be admitted into the mili
include the representatives of the bel alone is mined in the Central District,
conduct were placed against eight of refused to name the exact sum in tary service.
Soldiers of immature
Grant county, the Victorio' District,
the alleged Industrial Workers of the volved, it is said on good authority years are being discharged and other ligerent allied and associated powers, Luna
county and the Organ Mountain
World who were arrested in Seattle
The
belligerent
power
with
general
was
it
$1,350,000.
reforms calculated to increase the ef
uistnct, Dona Ana county, and zinc
when police interference with a "red that
ficiency of the troops are being interests, France, the United Siates in the Han6ver and Pinos Altos Dis
flag" meeting and parade here re- GENERAL
adopted.
of America, the British empire, Italy tricts.
sulted in a riot.
A city labor party has been or
Word
The report of the United States
Washington
and Japan, shall take part in all meet
comes
from
that
Fitzpat-ricganized
Chicago
in
k
and
John
A fire believed to be of incendiary
Survey-jhas been nominated iorf mayor.
the output
of
New Mexico has been created a sep
ings and commissions.
origin which started in the plant of
The belliger- Geological
,
;
.
t
James M. Cox, 47, a Democratic arate internal revenue district and ent powers with particular interests, uie mines oí iew Mexico for the first
the Jennings Automobile Company
eleven months of 1918 and the estiand spread to the buildings of the newspaper publisher of Dayton, Ohio, that the internal revenue office will Belgium, Brazil, the
British domin- mated output for December shows a
Monday was inaugurated governor of
Hudson Bay Company and the
be established at Santa Fe, from ions and India, China, Cuba, Greece, decrease in all metals. The total proManufacturing Company, Ohio for a third term.
caused damage estimated at $1,000,-00- 0
Guatemala, Haiti, Hedjaz, Honduras, duction was $681,000 in gold, 868,000
A remarkable hen that laid 308 eees where it was removed to Phoenix,
ounces of silver, 9,250,000 pounds of
at Montreal.
in a year is a feature of the National Ariz., at the beginning of the Wilson Liberia, Nicaragua, Panama, Poland, lead? 98,620,000
pounds of copper and
Show
Poultry
Chicago
which is on at
A daring "cracksman" worked for
administration. Adolph P. Hill, until Portugal, Rumania, Serbia, Siam and 25,000,000 pounds of recoverable zinc.
Stock
Yards. The hen is the a few days ago Assistant Secretary the Czecho-Slova- k
four hours in the box office of the Salt at the
republic, shall take The total value, was $28.625.000. as
Lake theater, just across the street property of John W. Welch of Omaha, of State, has
collecbeen
appointed
part
sittings
in
the
at which ques- compared with the 1917 output, valued
from the police station, finally break- Neb.
of
tor
internal revenue of New Mexico, tions concerning them are discussed. at $34,986,765.
ing open the safe of the playhouse
Charles F. Banning, wealthy Pitts
Copper, of course, is the
and making way with $200 in cash. burg manufacturer, interned at Fort
The powers in a state of diplomatic
The Food Administration grain cor
metal produced in New Mexico. The
While he worked the theater watchOglethorpe as an enemy alien, was poration announced in New York
that rupture with the enemy powers, Bo- larger part of this production comes
man sat tied to a chair with his back ordered released by Federal Judge
to the safe.
Newman, who granted a' writ of ha- in the near future it will formulate livia, Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay, from the Chino Copper Company's deposits at Santa Rita. This is a low
Dynamite was placed on the tracks beas corpus brought by Banning, a a policy of disposing of a portion of shall take part in the sittings at which grade ore which is
milled at the com.
its reserve stocks of wheat to the questions concerning them are dis pany's immense plant
in front of one street car in Kansas native of Germany.
at Hurley. The
A movement to change the name of mills, in orfcr that the prices being cussed. The neutral powers and states Phelps-Dodg- e
City, a dynamite cap was found in
mines at Tyrone and
front of another car and bullets were Yellowstone Park, America's great- asked for flour and mill feeds may in process of formation may be heard the Eighty-fiv- e
mine at Lordsburg
fired through the windows of four est public pleasure ground and game
either orally or in writing when sum also enter into the production
other cars. No one was "hurt. The reserve, to Roosevelt Park, as a na- not be increased unduly because of moned by the powers with general in Other copper mining districts figures.
in the
disorders were in connection with the tional memorial to Theodore Roose- the excessive premiums being paid by terests at sittings devoted especially state are the Magdalen
District in
strike of car men of the Kansas City velt, was started by - Mayor Harry the mills for wheat in certain portions to the examination of questions direct- Socorro county, the Orosrrande
Dis
Railways Company which began a Davis and leading citizens of Cleve- of the United
States, especially in the ly concerning them, but only so far trict in Otero county and the Cara-cit- o
.
land.
month ago.
as
are
questions
concerned.
these
In
District
Torrance county.
Southwest and Middle states.
Charles Chapin, former city editor
WASHINGTON v.
In gold and silver nroducrton th
The annual meeting of the Mimbres
New York Evening World, who
of
the
Mogollón District in Socorro county
Armistice Extended.
Attorney General Thomas W. Gregon September 16 last shot and killed Valley Farmers'' Association was held
ory has tendered his resignation, to his
Paris. The German armistice has leads with an output of $115,948 in
wife while she was asleep, this at Deming and a new
gold and 312.000 ounces of silver.
board of directake effect March 4.
been extended one month by the comweek pleaded guilty to murder in the
which is less
of the output
was
tors
elected
for
the
first
in
time
who
Forms for reporting incomes of
have concluded their of this districtthanin half
missioners
second degree and was sentenced to
0
1917.
distwo
years.
will
probably
be in the state's prison for a term of from twen
or less
It was impossible to se- session at Treves. The clause offered tricts producing gold and Other
silver are:
hands of revenue collectors for dis- ty years to life imprisonment.
cure a quorum at the meetings last by the allies ebneerning agricultural The Aztec mines in Colfax county,
tribution to taxpayers not later than
One thousand workers, representing year, and the old board held over for implements, Russian prisoners of war, White Oaks, ' Parsons and Nogal in
February 1.
twelve unions affiliated with the metal another year. That this was ot in naval conditions and the restitution Lincoln county, San Pedro in Santa
of material 3tolen by the Germans Fe county, and the Orocrrande District
Service insignia for members of workers, walked out in two shipyards
welfare agencies on duty with the or- in Aberdeen and one in Hoquiam, the least detrimental to the associa- from invaded countries were signed m utero county.
ganized forces of the army overseas Wash. The men object to the Macy tion was shown by tiie balance sheet by the enemy delegates.
. will be provided for in an order issued
award of last summer. The, yards that was read by the secretary, Fred
Colorado.
by the War Department.
expect to continue operations. The Moffett, which showed that the nat
Will Visit Battle Ground.
Over 100 men are emnloved hv ih
day
men
$8
are
asking
a
skilled
for
The smallest army compatible with
Paris. All arrangements have been Primos Company at CamD UrnH. Un
profits fo the year amounted to
national safety is to be the demand workers, $10.40 for caulkers and $6
made for President Wilson's visits der the management of Mr.
The
profits
'
Matthews
from
January
labor.
till
general
for
of Congress when it takes up the regto the American battlefields and to
April, when a trial balance was made some of the devastated, regions of mis plant Is running to full capacity.
ulation plan just submitted to the
An attempt of radicals, including
During the past season an incrpna.
House and Senate leaders by SecreSocialists and I. W. W., to capture y Clyde Crotchett, the secretary who Northern France, but the time has not
number of Boulder mining men
tary of Waf Baker.
the labor meeting in behalf of T. J. resigned then, were $1,665.89, and been fixed. The visits will depend ing
have taken up the spar minim? nt
Orders directing Major General Mooney of California, resulted in from the end of April till the end of wholly on the procedure of the peace Jamestown, as well
as others engaged
conference and the tarn of affairs in
Leonard Wood, now commanding much disorder, but no real violence. December they were $4,256.54,
mere ni guiu ana silver mining.
or a the meetings.
Camp Funston, Kansas, to proceed to After much noise and confusion cre
The fifteen principal minini? conn- dentials were refused to those who profit of 34.8 per cent since April.
Chicago to take command of the Cen
ties in Colorado are Boulderli, Clear
came as Socialists or members of the The shares of the association are now
tral Department were issued Wednes8,000 Death Warrants.
Creek, Eagle, Gilpin, Gunnison, HinsI. W. W.
day by the War Department.
worth $13.48 per share. Figures supCopenhagen.
Commissioner
Uritz- - dale, Lake, Mineral, Ouray, Park, Pitis&
Co.'s
annual report,
Armour
plied by Mr. Moffett showed that the ky signed 8,000 death warrants while kin,
The $27,000,000 rivers and harbors
Miguel. Summit
San Juan,
appropriations bill was passed by the sued in Chicago, showed a record vol- gross volume of business for the year he was a member of the Bolshevik and Teller.' TheSan
assessed
House by a vote of 228 to 91. The ume of $861,000,000 for the fiscal was $150,180.15.
This includes the government in Russia, according to of these fifteen counties onvaluation
mining
0
bill now goes to the Senate in vir- year of 1918, compared with
sales of oil, stock feed, groceries and information from Moscow Saturday. property only in 1916 was
$32,905,117,
in 1917, and net income of sundries.
tually the same form as it was reAt the close of 1917, after Uritzky's successor, Bokli, was dis and in 1917 was $108,474,000.
In 1918
ported by the House rivers and har- $15,000,000. The report declared that declaring a stock dividend of two missed for not maintaining this ghast the assessed valuation was
$144.301 -record low profits were produced.
bors committee.
shares for one, the association carried ly average.
.
691.
In raids on the United Kingdom by over undivided profits of $183.16.
A. P. Thorn, general counsel of the
The stockholders of the Wellni
'
Shipping German .Helmets.
the war 5,511
The appointment of Fidel Ortiz to
Association of Railway Executives, the Germans during
Mines Company, owner and operator
killed or injured, of bo warden of the State Penitentiary
were
persons
70,000
Coblenz.
60,000
to
From
supplementing before the Senate Inof what is conceded to be Colorado's
4,750 were civilians. An official to succeed Thomas Huges of AlbuGerman helmets, abandoned by the largest zinc producer, on January
terstate Commerce Committee the whom
2
summary
the
casualties
by
querque,
of
army,
withdrawing
caused
being
present
are
loaded
the
incumbent,
may
received a dividend of $100,000, or 10
statement presented on behalf of the
bomairships,
airplanes
be
and
expected
German
for
freight
shipment
to
be
to
cars
on
made
the
as
the
of
first
cent on the company's capitalizarailroads last week advocating legislafrom the sea shows these he major appointments by the gov- United States to be distributed as per
tion for return of the roads to their bardments among civilians:
tion.
Killed,
casualties
ernor,
is,
that
of
next
those
with
connection
the
in
prizes
nominations
owners, emphasizes dangers to the 554 men, 411 women, 295 children. In- Which go to
In the San Juan region the situatthe Legislature for conThs shipment con ion1 as to labor, mining costs"
oan campaign.
rights of the owners through contin- jured:
and in1,210 women, 772 firmation after submission by Govmen,
1,508
cavalry
steel
bright
officers'
of
sists
ued government control.
fluenza was particularly arduous, but
children. Three hundsecr and ten sol- ernor Larrazolo.
guard
helmets,
Prussian
helmets and
despite these difficulties San Juan
A pension of $5,000 a year and free' diers and sailors were, killed and 551
Now that many of the soldier boys all of fancy design and most of them county's
production fell off only $60,-00- 0
use of the mails would be granted to were injured.
are returning a coalition is being spiked. These have been in great dein gold, 200,000 ounces of silver,
Mrs. Edith Roosevelt, widow of forNaval officers at Mare Island ar- formed in Hagerman between them mand by souvenir hunters. The hel1,000,000 pounds of lead and 600,000
mer President Roosevelt, under 'a bill ranged to take over St. Vincent's and members of the old band to ar- mets will be shipped by special train pounds
of copper, and equaled the outintroduced in the Senate by Senator Catholic school, and operate it as a range for a new musical organization to a French port for transfer to vaput of 1917 of 3,200,000 pounds of
Smoot of Utah.
free hospital for influenza.
which will give regular concerts durrious outgoing vessels.
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From Suffering by
Her Lydia. E. Finkham't
Vegetable Compound.

Pa."

a.

m

m

Mc-Cla- ry

$5,-00-

,

3.

$575,-000,00-

.
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ing the spring and summer.
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tine.

backache

caused

and headaches. A.
friend called in y
attention to one of
your newspaper
advertisements
immediately my

bougiit

husband

bottles of

three

Pinkham'a

Vegetable Compound for me.

After taking two
bottles I felt fin
my troubles caused by that weakare a thing of the past Allwomet

and
ness
who suffer as I did should try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
Mrs. Jas. Rohrberg, 620 Knapp St.
N. S., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Women who suffer from any form of
weakness, as indicated by displacements,
Inflammation, ulceration, irregularities,
backache, headaches, nervousness or
"the blues," should accept Mrs. Rohrberg' suggestion and give Lydia E.
Pink hams Vegetable Compound a
thorough trial.
For over forty years It has beea
correcting such ailments. If you bav
mvsterious complications write for
advice to Lydia E. l'inkham Medicina
Co., Lynn, Mass.

Stop Losing Calve
you can

Afccrtlca Ozt
and Keep It Cst

Stan?

of YOUR HERD

By the w of
DR. DAVID ROBERTS'
"Anli-Abortio-

n

Small Expenea
Eafly Applied. Sur Remita
Died ucceaafulljr for 3 years
Consult Da. DAVID ROBERT
bout all animul rilmentn. Information free. Send for fHElt.
(opy of "The Cattle Specialist" with full Info- rnatlon on Abortion ib Com. UK. DAVID ROBERTS
ITtRINARV CO. 1M) Grind Are H niketba. VYae..
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For Baby's
Itchy Skin
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Pittsburgh,
For many monthi
not able to do my work owing to
a weakness wmca

I was
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POISON THROUGH SKIff

Baltimore Physician Believes He Ha
an Effective Cure for Rheumatism in New Idea.
Dr. Fred Pridham of Johns Ilopkln
hospital in Baltimore lias devised a
treatment for Joint affections, such a
rheumatism, that is being used very
successfully at the military hospital
Howhere It has been Introduced.
uses a mineral, double
which actually extracts the Inflammanltro-peroxld-

tion.

The salt Is, mixed with a starchy
substance which holds Its action until
It is placed on the skin over the diseased bone, from which it extracts th
Impurities, the germs and their
poisons.

The material Is sprinkled on lint
or gauze and placed on the skin over
the diseased bone. When the doctor
removes the dressings, from six to
twelve hours later, there will be seen
blisters on the skin. If there is no
Infection the salt will not affect the
skin.

,

How It Turns Out
"Love Is blind," launched out tha
chronic quoter, for the 'steenth time.

"Quite 'true," agreed the henpecked
furtively about, "but
after marriage a man has his eyes
opened and a woman develops a keea
sense of touch."
man, glancing

The Underworld.
Sllus (in a whisper) Did you git a
peep at the underworld at all while
you wuz in New York, Ezry?
Ezra Three times, b'gosh I Subway
twice an' ratscellar once. Buffalo Ex-

press.

Save

Sugar
by eating

GrapeiJuts
os your

cereal dish
This

standard

food needs no
added sweet- -

eniiyj for
is rich irv rts
own sugar,

developed

from wheal:
and barley
the special

by

Grape-Nu- ts

process of
cooking.

"7here's a Reason"
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There's little peace when your kidneys are weak nd while nt ra there
may be nothing more aerioua than dull
backache, sharp, stabbing palm, headaches, dizzy tpella and kidney ii regularities, you must act quickly to avoid
the more aerioul trouble, dropsy, gravel,
heart disease, fright's disease. Use
Doan's Kidney Pills, the remedy that
it so warmly recommended everywhere
by grateful users.

Noted Men Who Escaped Captivi-

V

.

S.
ft '.'A
7

Js

,

ty by Subterfuge.
In

.

Hourt of Grave Danger Soldier of
Proved Bravery Have Not Heal- -'
tated to Save Uvea by Ig-- .
nominloua Flight.

Gen. Hans von Beseler of the German army is said to have escaped out
of Poland In disguise as a stowaway
on board a Vistula river steamboat
In the fall of 1914 Von Beseler was
glorified as the conquerer of the city
of Antwerp, the chief stronghold of
Belgium and the chief port of continental Europe. Germany's conquering heroes of 1014 have been vanquished and Von Beseler is but one
of a great company of notable fugitives who have saved their lives by
fleeing In disguise. Judge Jetfrles of
English history, whose name is
with the "bloody assizes," tried
to hide himself and escape the vengeance his savage cruelty merited by
donning the garb of a coal miner
and hiding In a tavern at Woking, but
be was recognized, captured, Imprisoned In the Tower of London, where
he soon died. Prince Charles Edward
Stuart, pretender to thé throne of
Great Britain, escaped from Scotland
as Betty
In petticoats, disguised
Burke, maid to Flora MacDonald.
Louis Phllllppe, the "citizen king" of
France, fled to the coast of Normandy
where he posed as "Mr. Smith," a British subject. In order to secure passage
to England on a steamboat Napoleon
III, while a pretender to the throne
n , the
of France, was Imprisoned
After several
fortress of Ham.
months of confinement repairs were
begun on the fortress. Napoleon
bribed one of the carpenters to smuggle In a workman's garb for his disguise. He dressed himself in the
coarse overalls and blouse, shouldered
a shor plank, which he .carried on
edge so as to conceal his face, and
walking past his guard he escaped to
to' England.
Belgium
and thence
Porfirio Diaa wag. twice compelled to
flee from Mexico and. seek safety In
the United States. He made one trip
from New Orleans to Vera Cruz disguised as a stoker on board a steamship and was soon leading a new band
Empress Eugenie,
of revolutionists.
disguised as a servant woman, was
taken out of Paris by Doctor Evans,
an American dentist, in whose house
she had been hidden. Thus she escaped the blind fury of the French
mob and gained safe asylum In England. ' Jefferson Davis, fallen president of the Southern Confederacy, is
snld by his enemies to have tried to
escape out of the country and evade
his pursuers disguised In woman's
garb, but he was captured and Imprisoned until the passions of some
had cooled.
of the northern

,
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Even Fictnr

LARM JCIEtTÑCACRICtLTZ

ECONSTRL'CTION" Is the great worfl
iu iim n ui iu ,iiun.
' It la a new kind ot story In this new
lHml nf tlmi'K mitlons liprcft of hosts
o' their youths, thousands oí the
2Aifil maimed slowly returning to their own
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I countries. Here, In Washington,com-at
Walter Itecfl hospltul under the
mand of Col. K. II. Schrelner and his
stjiff,
our own story Is brought home
Xas.
Bin a way that is a threefold miracle
Crwrjbtwl to those who are watching the "re- - fljnnlml
-f l.i
f Aaatxt
many crippled young
great
a
boy. Granted, It Is
men to see at one time, there at Wnlter Reed; a
tragedy of wur to make the simplest soul bewildered. But look agnin, und again week by week,
or month by month then you see the beginning
ot this miracle of remaking which Is being
wrought there by tlie doctors, surgeon, educators
nnd psychologists of the medical department of
oiii army. Indeed, sometimes It Is a miracle of
life more abundant" growing out of seeming
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turned trying to play leap
frog; or the boy whose
face was so drawn the
last time you saw' him
now all Interested concentration as he sits up In
bed clicking away at the

II

J
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i

helplessness.
This may be nn Illustration of It, and how it Is
threefold. Here Is a boy who went overseas as
one of our defenders. lie could not read or write,
hut he could do the things, that soldiers do, and
endure the things that soldiers endure. lie could
count off the seconds before the order came to
charge a German trench, and then when the
order came he could go over the top, and he did
for all of us here at home; and he was struck
by one of the shells that were blasting at him as
Jie charged, and jhe fell.
found hlra they
When the stretcher-bearer- s
miw that his was an amputation case. Ferhaps
you have seen In the movies, prepared by the
medical . department of the army, how these
stretcher-bearerprivates In the medical corps,
make the skillful tourniquet, the emergency splint
of rifle and grass for such a boy as this one, how
they rush him. to the nearest dressing station,
and how he Is taken back to his field and then
base hospital. If you have not, undoubtedly you
will soon have the opportunity, for the film will
.
Je sent broadcast.
,
There Is another film that shows part of th
threefold miracle for the returned men at Walter
Keed, but tnly part: (1) the film can show you
"how such a boy can make one arm or one leg do
the work of two; (2) It illustrates graphically how
he Is trained to a more Interesting nnd well-paitrade thnn he had before the war, and his amputationbut (3), the film alone, of course, cannot
.show you the "life more abundant" which he feels
coming through the training of his mind, as he
Jearns to read and write and life reveals new
wonders and new opportunities.
JlaJ. B. T. Baldwin, S. C, U. S.A., with his assistants, has provided opportunities of advancement
for all of thes men. While a few words might
explain in general what It is that works this miracle of what the surgeops call "reconstruction,"
.it has taken the evolution of all the centuries to
develop the knowledge which these surgeons and
j)sychologlsts now possess.
The process of reconstruction begins with the
'distinctly physical treatment, medical or surgical,
massage, and. the vurlous kinds of physio-therapThis Is followed or carried on In conjunction with
that occupational reconstruction which develops
new muscular control und power In the partially,
at the
paralyzed. limb or In the stump, while It
name time teaching a new trade or occupation
through that very exercise; and In the third place
clearing and training the
It is. simultaneously,
mind.
It Is a process slow, patient, full of the wonder
of rebirth. There Is one workshop there at Walter
Beed where the once almost helpless fingers of
one returned boy have been forming, very gradually, a silver necklace of great beauty the hands
and the mind of that boy becoming the hands and
the mind of an artist as he has worked. Curious,
that through being Injured there should come a
lifo more Interesting,- more significant, more crea'
tive.
e
On the
farm and In the seven modern
.greenhouses at Walter Reed crtielly crippled men
are finding life Immeasurably enhanced through
their work with growing things. Sometimes men
who could call only a few flowers by name see in
them now their loved vocntion for the future.
By every means known to modern science the
minds of those Others who have been clouded by
shock or wound" are helped to fiud themselves
tignln, to take hold of the opportunities waiting
for them there; there ts scarcely a man so disabled that there Is not waiting for him through
these hospital opportunities a definite advancement in life if only his family, the public, the
country at large will understand.
Let the following list of subjects nnd occupations which are being taught under the administration of Major Baldwin show how definitely this
statement is true. Then let us go with these
ame crippled boys to the theater hnd see a
.
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strange sight, remembering that these are opportunities that they carry In their minds: .
"You will be enrolled In one or more 6f the
following," says a bulletin addressed to them:
Academic Department Bookkeeping, civil service, commercial arithmetic, commercial English,

..

commercial law, English, foreign language,
tory, mathematics, penmanship, salesmanship.
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the spirit.
departThe medical
ment of the army, as It

r!wwr TM cojiMLSsceNceMrsioo to gooo account
Agricultural Department Elemontnrj agriculture, elementary horticulture, general farming,
greenhouse management, ward gardens.
Complete
Autogenous
Welding Department
;
process, and demonstrations.
Automobile Department Shop and repair work,
text book and demonstration.
Cinematograph Department Film repairing,
motion picture machine operating.
Stenography, steno-.- .
Commercial Department
typo, touch system typewriting.
electrical
General
Electrical Department
courses. Morse (wire). .telegraphy, radio (buzzer)
operation.
Engraving department Commercial engraving,
jewelry engraving.
Jewelry and Fine Metals Department Chasing,
enameling, handmade Jewelry, jewelry repairing,
repousse, sllversmlthlng.
Mechanical. Engineering Department Designing, estimating, drafting, tracing, blueprinting, gas
engines and operation, steam engines and boilers.
ManufacOrthopedic Appliance Department
ture and repair.
Printing nnd linotype department Hand composition, linotype operating, press work.
Athletic
Physical Education Departmenfc
sports, calisthenics, gymnastics, military drill.
Shoe Repairing Department Leatherwork, shoe
repairing.
Sign fainting Department Lettering, poster

works through Walter Reed, Is nnd will be bound
up with the hopes of thousands of men and their
Working with these army doctors nnd
families.
surgeons Is the American Red Cross, helping to
complete the bridge between the families and, the
men during their separation, through Its communication service. Its various hospital services, and In
all kinds of ways through Its home service, from
buying buttons or "pricing" n certain kind of
spiral puttees on some hoy's request, to arranging
for his war risk Insurance, or perhaps hospital
treatment for some member of a man's family In

"

,

.

making,
Department Cabinet
general carpentry, pattern making wood carving.
This bulletin announces, furthermore, that there
is the opportunity of special duty In various departments of the post; and that the man's war
risk Insurance compensation will not be Interfered with in any way by his attendance In any
of these departments.
A short time ago the American Red Cross,
' which Is in charge of the recreational features of
the hospital, arranged for a special performance
of "Atta Boy," the uproariously funny musical'
show acted and produced by the soldiers of Camp
Meigs. One may look twice at this contrast:
The. stage of a Washington theater presents a
solid phalanx of young soldiers, ranged row upon
row from floor to top, ready for the opening
chorus; all In the very pink of condition lithe,
muscular, eager for the action which sudden
peace (which of course they thought premature,
since they wouldn't get overl) denied them. But
the jolly chorus swings out with a zip, round and
full nnd stirring.
The audience across the footlights Is made up
.

also, row upon row of crippled and disabled men,
nnd come
who have had the great adventure,
home with bodies which may seem at first to be
broken ; some of them wlfh minds which at first
may seem dulled and these are Just as young In
veors as those across the footlights.
Yet, looking twice, one sees them, on both sides,
youth triumphant the one side singing Joyfully
its sparkling nonsense, the other side the one
that has gone through fire roaring with laughter,
d
pien applauding Ingeniously with
the
their programs on the arms of their chairs. They
Jokes, and all of
howl at the awkward-squaCapt. Frank Tinney's Jokes, and the
black-face"God save the weasel and pop goes the queen"
Joke, and most of all nt that song which well deserves to be Immortal, of father father who
thinks war such a fine thing for a young man,
but has for himself a valet, and now Is In the proposed last draft. The house rocks with the chorus
singing of his plight:
one-arme-

d

d

". . . Father' will be. with us soon,
He will be forty In June . . ."

That Is, almost all are laughing the effects of
gas and shell are not In all cases entirely cleared
away. Clearing them away Is what the doctor
psychologists are doing at Walter Reed. For, oh,
this story does not underrate the suffering. Fumes
of ether as one passes the operating room; the
man with the double amputation still white of
face; the first steps on the artificial legs these,
--

a

far-awa- y

town.

In the convalescent house there Is the great
open fireplace, with Its crackling fire, books, flow-ergames, music. Every week one of the Washington theaters sends out several of Its acts.
After classes the men pour In, some of those who
have lain so helpless weeks before, now In
wheeled chairs engrossed in some handwork, yet
eniren tnr the music and the fun. Other8 come to
say "good-by- "
before the visit home. You would.
not guess that this boy had ever lost a leg, or
that an artificial arm could become so dexterous
as some you see here.
A leaf from the Red Cross entertainment book
is interesting. These events, planned from the
re arranged through application to the
outside,
recreational staff of the Red Cross at the post.
Here are characteristic Items: Seventy boys to
Keith's theater and sunner: one hundred boys to
Mount Vernon ; three boys to birthday party for
uus tour,
on
; forty-fivSergeant
and so on nnd on. (
"Why, sergeant, where Is your new leg I
thought you were so proud of?" one of the workers calls to a boy on a crutch. "I loaned It to
Jim. He had a pass to go to town," he answers.
puttees,
A boj, wearing carefully wrapped
comes along in a wheeled chair. "Did you find
nut nhout those other puts?" he asks "the Red
Cross lady." "Yes, and there Is only one pair In
"I guess
town and they cost twelve dollars."
n.o'ii hiive to co without." he says: and there fol
lows an Interested conversation about a package
to be addressed to n girl back home.
A young boy who had lost one leg and one foot
was having attached for the first time the artie,

designing.
Woodworking

things are hard and sharp reality.
But If in the wards you see boys who have
lost an arm or leg, as soon as the nurse's back Is

Morse code on his telegraph instrument; ns at
half past eleven In the
you see
the
morning
crowd of convalescent
tients surging merrily Into
the Red Cross building,
which Is their clubhouse
then you see double;
then you know that the
mutilation of the body
hiay not always be too
great a price to pay for
of
compensations
some

e

sight-seein-

g

ficial leg on which, with a crutch, he soon was
going to try to walk. To support himself he had
oue arm around his army surgeon, the other
around the Red Cross man. He was making great
bravado, though his face was white. When the
apparatus was attached he asked to sit down.
The surgeon and the Red Cross man helped him
Into a chnlr. With a long sigh he settled the
"new" leg firmly on the floor and then flung what
was left of the other leg over It. Though the
beads of sweat were still on his face he looked up
pertly with his head cocked. "Gee!" hC said, "If
you hadn't crossed your legs for eleven months
you'd know ho-- I feel."
These men are of those who have given "their
breasts a bulwark and their blood, a moat." They
have given too great a thing to rieed any kind of
sympathy except the supreme one of understanding. The niedicnl department of the army and
the Red Cross make a cycle of effort social,
human, physical, mental. In this work of reconstruction there may be found, literally, life more
abundant. As these men leave hospital and unicivil-Ia- n
form, and come back to the familiar-strang- e
world, the public will take up Its part; and
each man will be, If he utilizes the opportunities
open to him, nnd society does not exploit him, an
Independent nsset In place of a dependent or a
v

charity liability.

How Could It Be?
Lateman wanted to buy a clock that is, n re
liable clock and he made the shopman show hlra
a good many before he decided on one.
"Now, sir," said the salesman, "this clock will
you a lifetime."
'Inst
'
internan looked dubious.
"Why, how can that be?" ho asked.
"I cao
gee for myself that Its hours are numbered !" "

400

Case
tt r.Bnn

W. Bnruce Mt..

Iteming N. Méx.,
lays: "Sometimes
when I do too
miich heavy work
or catch cold, my
back and kidneys
bother me. When
I bend over sharp
pains catch me
and I can hardly
straighten. I have
spells of dizziness
and spots seem to
float before my
eyes. As soon as
T feat an Attack
of this trouble comlmt on. I use Doan's
Kidney Pills. They always straighten
me up In good shape."
Cot Doan's at Act Slur. 60s a Bos

DOAN'S

associated

JATiZJ

Achy 1

Czcíí

CO, BUFFALO, N. Y,

FOSTER-MSLBUR-

Cnlf
Enemies

w

WHITE SCOURS
DLACKLEC

Your Veterinarian can stamp
them out with Cutter's Anti-CaScour Serum and Cutter's Germ
Fres Blackleg Filtrate and Aggressin,
or Cutter's Blackleg Pills.
Ask him about them. If ho
hasn't our literature, write to us for
information on these products.
lf

The Cutter Laboratory
Berkeley, Cal., or Chicago,
"Thm Laboratory That Knows

111.

Hot"

Interesting Topic.
that man carried on quite
an animated conversation all evening."
"You and
"Yes."

"What was It about?"
"I'd rather not tell you."
'Talking with a comparative strang
er about something you can't tell your
husband?"
"Well, I thought I'd better not. He
was asking me how I happened to
marry you." Louisville
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half pint of water add 1 oí. Bay
Rum, a small box of Barbo Compound,
oz. of glycerine. Any druggist can
and
put this up or you can mix it at home at
very little cost. Full directions for making and use come in each box of Barbo
Compound.
It will gradually darken
streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft
and glossy. It will not color the scalp, is not
sticky or greasy, and does not rub off.Aflv.

Their Method.
"We read In stories about how good
The General'a Drop.
some children get to behaving Just be--,
I have been told this story of. a fore Christmas," said Gap Johnson of
"flying" general, who has had expe- Rumpus Ridge, "but my fourteen kids
rience as a parachutist says a writer have a different system. They hold a
In the London Evening News. A. few caucus and app'lnt a committee to call
days ago he was a passenger In an on me nnd tell what they want and
airplane going north. After a while also what they aim to do to me If they
he picked up a village where he In- don't get It." Kansas City Stnr.
tended to stop for a day or two, and
informed the pilot, who at, once sigImportant to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
nified his intention of making a landing. "Oh! don't stop 1" shouted tho CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
general, and he proceeded to attach for infants and children, and see that )t
Ttaaia tria
himself to a purachute and his suit""""
fT,l . ?
.
case to another. He dropped the case Signature
overboard and then stepped off himIn Use for Over SO Years.
General and suitcase floated Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
self.
down gently and safely to earth,
while .the airplane continued Its flight
Bequeathed Elsewhere.
"My ancestors were all people with
Comfortable Beds.
brains."
Mattress and pillow used fn the
"Too bad you were disinherited."
berths of sailors and Bremen aboard
government-operatemerchant vessels
Girls beg the qnoetlon when they
are of the most approved type for sea try to induee mcn to propose.
use, for besides making good bedding,
.they are the best sort of life preservers. Their filling is a soft, resilient
tropical fiber known as kapoc. which
can sustain 25 times Its own weight
in salt water for 48 hours.
Doctor Pierce
On each of the new merchant ships
Humanity
Done
built under the direction of the United
States shipping board, shower baths
CRIPPS.
DOCTOR
BY
are provided for the crew there being
'
for
one for the firemen and another
It has always seemed to ine that Dr.
the deck force. Merchant Marine.
Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Yshould be placed
near the top when a list of America's
Kaiser's Thankless Dentist
great benefactors is written. He studied
"Now that Doctor Davis has finished
diseases to a dehis revelations," says Nate Saulsbury, and conquered human
few
he found
realize.
Whenever
gree
that
Evening
Chicago
by
the
ns reported
Post, 'thé kaiser may realize how a remedy that overcame disease, he at
sharper than an ulcerated tooth It Is once announced it in the newspapers and
to have a thankless dentist. We should told where it could be bought at a small
like to have held the doctor's job and, price. He did not follow the usual custom
when it appeared necessary to draw of keeping the ingredients secret, so that
the kaiserlische molar, warbled as we the rich only could afford to buy the
closed down on the forceps, . "The medicine, but openly printed the name of
yanks are coming, the yanks are coin each root and herb he used. And so today
ing!" From Outlook.
the names of Dr. Pierce and his medicines
are widely known, and they stand for betAn Awful Waste.
health and better citizenship.
ter
eight
dies
a
"When
senator
at least
One of this great physician's most sucthousand volumes of eulogy are print1
cessful remedies is known as Dr. Pierce's
ed and distributed by the government,"
Pleasant Pellets. These are little,
ap
an
Is
"This
said Professor Pate.
pills, composed of Mayapple, leaves
palling waste, and "
"It Is Indeed," replied J. - Fuller of aloe, root of jalap things that Nature
Gloom. "In most Instances three cheers grows in the ground. These Pellets are
would be more appropriate. Kansas safe because they move the bowels gently,
as so many
City Star.
leaving no bad
pills do. Very often they make a person
Tho Right Sort.
who takes them feel like a new man or
Two Aucklanders were talking about woman, for they cleanse the intestines of
a mutual friend. Said one: "So Jim hard, decayed and poisonous matter that
has gone Into the navy and Is now on a accumulates when one is costlr. If you
destroyer. I thought he was a pacifist.' are constipated, by all means go to your
"He Is; a naval pacifist."
druggist and get some of Dr. Tierce's
"And what is naval pacifist?"
Pellets. They may prove to be
"One who plants depth bombs for Pleasant
thing your system require to
very
the
purpose
on
spreading
of
oil
the
the
well and happy.
you
make
troubled waters."
fire-eate-
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We will Sell, For Cash Only, the following list of GOOD CLEAN MERCHANDISE, at
After taking Inventory, we find we are

i

over-stocke-

Prices.

Un-heard-- of

on quite a number of staple items, and now intend to give people

d

of this Mesa the benefit of our early purchases.

The prices quoted below are far under the present Whole Sale Price.

It is unnecessary to extend to you an invitation to visit our store during this Sale, for if you read over the values
below you simply can't do yourself justice and stay away.
We have large stocks of all the goods listed- - BUT-- , do

í
i

not wait until the last day and find that your neighbor has secured the

BARGAINS that BELONG to YOU.

Just to give You an idea of Whafyour Money will do,

We list just a few items

from each Department.

Here W
'

IZ3EaEESÍ!í03

ESS

Dress Ginghams
35c- -

and 40c. Values
Take Home

GROCERIES!
Pears

and

Peaches, in gallon cans,

Regular Price, 75c and 85c

"
"
Apricots,
Egg Plums and Apples,
Logan and Blackberries,
Limit:

6 yds- - for $1,00

Peas,

4 gallons

Calico,

20"0

t

,

76
85&$1.00

"

65c
42c
62c

"
n

30ooff'

"

tins, standard, Keg. 15c. value..
All you want for
10c a can
all you want for
$2.50 per. lOOlbs.
Cabbages
Roasted Coffee, a good grade, any quantity, per lb. 17ic
No. 2

last,

,

per hundred lbs.

per pound,

$2.00
only 1 cent.

Men's Suits, Overcoats

30o Off

7 yds. for $1.00

Sw eaters

WE'RE ASHAMED
TO TELL YOU
HOW CHEAP.

'

Coats, Mackinaws,

Sheep-line- d

off

Outing Flannel, 5 yds for $1.00
MENS
WOMENS
CHILDRENS

85

to a Customer.

while they
Potatoes,
Hubbard Squash,

Men's Winter Shirts,

Ladies Skirts,
Suits & GOATS,

Our Sale Price, 54c

A NICE PRESENT
WILL BE GIVEN
EACH CUSTOMER.

REMEMBER the SALE- - JafffftS

the

anrl thp PI

DATE-Ja-

ACF-Th- e

n.

24-3-

1.

Store That Bu8
your produce.

1T3SSE

Vr.
n

Values that are YOURS During This Sale,
The above are only a very few of the
"Get yours while the Getting is good." We have cut the very heart out of Every Line in our Store in
Drygoods, Hats Ladies and Mens Furnishings, Boots & Shoes, Stoves
order to REDUCE the
& Ranges, Furniture, every line carries a heavy discount. Everything will be placed in one Department
,
so trading will be easy.
GIVE-AWA- Y

OVER-STOC-
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